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WEATHER
Today: Partly Cloudy
High 80 , Low 62
Saturday: Partly Cloudy
High 80 , Low 62
Thursday: Partly Cloudy
High. 80. Low 63
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Botswana Visits Howard

Head of Merrill
Lynch Speaks at
Convocation
1,

BY JONATHAN DAVIS
Contributing Writer

Todd Ja~<r>

On Wednesday, the President of Botswana, Festus Mogae, visited Howard University in hopes of developing new partnerships. Accompanying the President was Mompati Merafhe, Minister of Foreign Affairs and National Cooperation; ·
Thomas Tlou, Pr~sident of the Tertiary Education Counsel; and Nolapologang Lekoa, Ambassdor of Botswana.

Students
Band's Flashy Flags Allege
Empo\Yered Discrilllination During Tryouts
At Political

W\\·\r.hO\\'Urd.cdu

Stanley O' Neal, chair- ,
man, president and CEO
of Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
is the speaker of Howard
University's 1371h opening
Convocation ceremony.

Today, Mr. O'Neal is a director of General Motors:
He is also a men1ber of
the board of executives. of the
New York Stock Exchange, the
boards of the New York City
Partnership, Memorial SloanKettering, Center for Strategic
and International . Studies,
Lincoln Center Theater and
Financial Service Roundtable.
Along with the major companies he has been a part of,
O' Neal has made great contributions to Howard University's
School of Business.
"The company ~hat he is
leading-has been very involved
in supporting a number the uniSee O'NEAl, News A3

Contributing Writer

Debate
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

Minus war records and personal attacks, students had the
opporttinity to hear issues of the
upcoming election discussed by
their peers at a political debate
on Tu.esday. Titled "The Power
to Choose: Which side are you
on?" the program sought to help
students take an informed political stand.
The Howard University
Student Association (HUSA) and
the HU Chapel Assistants sponsored the speak-out as student
panelists represented the College
Democrats, College Republicans,
and College Greens.
"We want students to get
initiative, information, and
empowern1ent," said ShaEssa
Wright, the Chapel Assistants'
first vice-president. "We are
not just involved in religion. We
plan to use our right to vote and
through programs like this we
can encourage others."
With the Black vote characteristically aligned with the
Democratic Party, . students
offered fellow students new outlooks on 9ther parties.
"Wake up and smell the coffee," said College Republican
· Brandon Brice after College
Democrat Dorianne Mason gave
an extensive list of her party's
benefits including less taxes,
more money for education and
better jobs. "We need a strong
military. We need to make more
Blackdollars. We need'to step u1;1
and take responsibility for self.
Consider a paity that gives us
power. TI:ie Republican Party is a
See HUSA, News A3

INSIDE

BY SHALEEM THOMPSON

The head of Merrill Lynch
& Co, Inc. can now add another
award to his resume of acco1nplishments. Chairman, President
and CEO E. Stanley O' Neal
will pe the orator for Howard
University's 1371h Convocation
ceremony and will also receive
an honorary doctorate in human
letters from the University at 11
a.m. today.
A graduate of Kettering
University, O'Neal received his
masters in business administration from Harvard University.
O'Neal became CEO of Merr.ill
Lynch, one of the world's leading peFsonal and institutional
financial nlanagement and advi·sory firms, in December 2002
and was elected chairman in
April 2003.
Throughout his career, he
has held a series of positions
since joining the company in
1986 as vice president of investment banking.
He was named president and
chief operating officer in July
2001 and served as president
of Merrill Lynch's y.s. Private
Client Group from Februai:y
2000 until July 2001.
Additionally, O'Neal also
served on the advisory boards of
The Bronx Preparatory. School,
the NASDAQ Stock Market and
Lower Manhattan Development
Corporation.
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For throngs of excited
freshmen filled the University's
Main Yard for try-outs for
cheerleading, the band and
the Ohh-laa-laa dance squad,
Howard University's flashy
flags auditions ended in allegations of discrimination of
hair, body type and additional
criteria other than talent.
"They went around basically telling everyone their
imperfections, saying you
would have to shave your legs, '
wax your eyebrows ..· .," said
ohe flag contender who allegedly received comments about
her short, natural hair by the
coordinator.
"Hmm .. .I don't know
what we would do with your
hair if you were chosen for
the team," coordinator Lauren
'White,. according to the trainee, said when another leader
suggested an instant weave.
"The band has to be uniform in terms of looks as well
as performance," said band
director John Newson. "It
does not matter what they do
with their hair all year round
but when it is time to peiforn1
[straight hair] is the requirement."
For some students, like
band member Marcus Ware,
the concept of assimilation is
an important part of the organization's atmosphere.
"The band requires unity
in all aspects, so if someone
does not fit that requiren1ent
they would just stand · out,"
Ware said.
However, the forced uniformity of groups like the
flashy flags does not sit well
with others. Students and band

West Promotes
B·o ok at HUB ·
BY ADAM WYNN
Contributing Writer

.fordnn Colbcr·t- Asst. Photo F.dittlr

While Howard's Showtime Band Director John Newson
says certain band requirements are necessary for uniformity, some flag members feel they are discriminatory.

men1bers are not the only people concerned and interested
in the selection of those who
represent the University.
"This perpetuates stereotyping in our society [for
people] of the African descent
and we should allow all types
of persons to take part in this
activity," said Debra Roberts,
a psychology professor. ·
As
Band
Director
John Newson decides the
University's criteria for performances, straight hair is
the standard. His assertion,
"relaxed hair is my preference
as well as everyone else's"
leaves many beggii:ig to differ,
i.ncluding sophomore acting

Want to know
who serves on
Howard's Board
of Trustees? See
·Inside...
Campus...A2

major Atrice Williains.
"I would think nothing
of seeing someone with natural hair actually performing
on the flashy flag wavers,"
Williams said. "I see many of
the beautiful Black won1en on
the HU ca1npus rocking the
natural look and the style is so
common it might be weird not
to see that op the squad."
A current flag squad nlember who requested anonymitY .
said, "It was decided that we
' should all have straight hair
during peiformances and we
don't have a problem with it. It
has nothing to do with changing your identity bt1tjust being
See FLAGS, News A3

Students filled seats, packed
aisles and stood on tip-toe to
excitedly receive Cornel West,
Ph.D., renowned philosopher,
authc_:>r and Princeton University
professor, at the Howard
University bookstore yesterday.
Visiting to sign and discuss his
new book Democracy Matters,
West used the opportunity to
remind students· that their time
to lead has arrived.
. "Too many people are
scared," West said in his introduction. "Too much conforntity
and complacency. Democracy
has to do with everyday people
taking power. Not just about
election, but truly lifting every
voice of ordinary people to
sing."
Addressing the need and
power of hip-hop, the disproportionate 38 percent of black
children living in poverty, the
Jack of government and the press
showing the bodies of American
soldiers in Iraq, West did not
hold back on his plan to vote
for Kerry, though he supports
Nader and voted for hi1n 2000.
"If your hou·se is on fire, it is
not the time to remodel," West
said. "I am leaning towards putting out the fire." ·
"It's a good thing that he
sees Howard as a leading institution in spreading his ideas,"

Read the
exclusive
interview Maxine
Waters gave
The Hilltop .. .
Nation & World ... A9 .

'"'' \\·.nd.('du

Princeton University professor, author and philosopher
Cornel West visited the
Howard University bookstore yesterday to sign
and discuss his ·new book
pemocracy Matters.

said Feza Malikidogo, a senior
radio-television- film major.
"He needs our support and we
as black sttidents should always
welcome our own educator who
enlightens us."
West is best known for
his book Race Matters, which
analyzed the scars of racism in
American democracy. A twotiine graduate of Harvard and a
doctorate from Princeton, West
has taught at both institutions.
· Majorie Valbrun, an fl~junct
professor in the School of
Co1nmunications, w~s· one of
over 200 students in West's popSee WEST, News A3

.'

Find out who is
the new
sensation in
motor sports.. ~
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Howard Board of Trustees: A Look at Power
'

..

H. PATRICK SWYGERT
President Howard University,
Chairman of the Board-Data
Missing

Dr. FLORETTA DUKES
McKENZIE
Vice Chair of the Board
Founder and Chairwoman
The McKenzie Group, Inc.

The Hon. GABRIELLE K.
McDONALD
Judge
Iran-US Claims Tribunal
The Hague, Netherlands

CORNELL LEVERETTE
MOORE, Esq.
Partner, Dorsey & Whitney LLP

WAYMAN F. SMITH Ill, Esq.
Attorney at Law
The Smith Partnership, P.C.

Mr. JOHN A. THAIN
Chief Executive Officer
New York Stock Exchange, Inc

Mrs. ELIZABETH G. EARLY
Health Care Consultant

The Hon. L. DOUGLAS
WILDER
Distinguished Professor
Virginia Commonwealth
University

Dr. HAROLD P. FREEMAN
Director of Surgery, North
General Hospital, Director
of Ralph Lauren Center for
Cancer Care and Prevention

Ms. JESSYE NORMAN
Concert and Opera Singer

RICHARD D. PARSONS, Esq.
Chief Executive Officer,
Chairman Time Warner Inc.

Mr. EARL G. GRAVES
President & Chief Executive
Officer, Earl G. Graves, Ltd.

RENEE HIGGINBOTHAMBROOKS, Esq.
Attorney

MARTIN D. PAYSON, Esq.
Business Advisor

Ms. CANDICE E. JACKO
Consultant, ldamar Enterprises

HARRY J. PEARCE, Esq.
Chairman, Hughes Electronics
Corporation

Mrs. MARIE C. JOHNS
President, Verizon Washington,
D.C.

Mr. GERALD D. PROTHRO
Managing Director, IKT
Investments

VERNON E. JORDAN, Jf?.,
Esq.
Senior Managing Director,
Lazard Freres & Co.

Mr. ADDISON BARRY RAND
Chairman and CEO, Equitant

Mr. JACK F. KEMP
Co-Director, Empower America

M. KASIM REED, Esq.
Partner at Holland & Knight,
LLP, Georgia State Senator

WARNER LAWSON Jr., Esq.
Professor, Howard University
Faculty

Mr. GREGORY A. WHITE
Senior Vice President
Thomas H. Lee Partners, L.P.

Mr. ROBERT L. LUMPKINS
Vice Chairman & Chief,
Financial Officer Cargill, Inc.

Not Pictured ..

Dr. APRILLE J ERICSSON
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Howard University Alumna

CHARISSE R. LILLIE, Esq.
Partner
Ballard Spahr Andrews & Ingersoll,
LLP

Mr. JOHN "JP" HOWARD
Undergraduate Student Trustee
College of Arts and Sciences

Dr. ALVIN V. THOMAS, Jr.
Professor
Howard University Faculty

Dr. STARMANDA BULLOCK
Professor
Howard University Faculty
Phohi' rour'lt"')
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Uniformity Required for Flags

Political Campus Groups
Offer Opinions on Voting
HUSA, from Campus A1
stepping stone for our future."
After presenting brief backgrounds of each party, the political forum began and College
Democrats
President
Lola
Fawole, College Republicans
representative Adam Hunter
and College Greens representative Jason Ravin did not hold
back in the lively debate.
"I do not believe anyone likes
John Kerry, but I do think everyone hates George Bush," Ravin
said. "Last time I checked, you
don't liberate people by bombing them." '
Moderator and
HUSA
Director of Political Affairs
Chequan Lewis asked panelists
questions on a variety of subjects from No Child Left Behind
and the economy, to the War on
Iraq and gay marriage. Panelists

NEWSA3
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often were in the heat of rebuttal
as time was called and the next
subject was raised
"We selected the title "The
Power to Choose: Which side
are you on?" to remind students
that they have the power and
responsibility to vote," Lewis
said. "It is dangerous lo have
that power lnd not use it. People
need to know where they stand
and why."
Even though
panelists
served as representatives for
their party, the)' were also vocal
and admitted places were they
disagreed with their respective parties. For Hunter, it was
the Republican Party's idea for
health care, and Ravin opposed
the Green Party's gay m.irriage
stance.
Many students present
enjoyed the debate, although

FLAGS, from Campus A1

they may not have been sure of
the event's purpose at the start.
"I was not sure what to
expect," said Tahman Bradley,
a junior broadcast journalism
major. "It is a great idea lo have
students articulating party platforms."
Though at TOO p.m., the
programs scheduled starting
ti1ne, few students sat in the
Blackburn Digital Auditorium,
many of those in attendance
anticipated the prograin.
"I would think more people would want to learn," said
A;exis Taylor, a freshman radioTV-film major. "I want to hear
the issues so I can make educated voting decisions. Voting is
exciting. I hadn't heard anything
about the college chapters of the
parties before now."

unifonn in appearance."
During the audilions of five
freshmen, the talent and potential of some became evident,
including the heavier Shalondra.
Following the results posting,
she said she was called into the
office by the coordinator.
"The coordinator held up
a size large for me to see and
said that it was the largest size
they ordered,'' Shalondra said.
"I was given the option to wear
this and be on the band or to
lose some weight."
Shocked and insulted by the
fact that she was not allowed
to order a size that would fit,
Shalondra chose to not be a part
of the team.
White offered
another version of the tryouts
and the treatment of larger contenders.
·'Being
a
full-figured
woman, I know how it feels to
be stereotyped,'' White said. "I

Although required for uniformity, some flag girls are unhappy
with the band's rules regarding appearance.

showed them all the three sizes
of the uniform making it clear
that it was pre-ordered and this
was the requirement. I would
never pressure someone to lose
weight. The decision was hers
and she was welcome to come

to practice."
Newson also denied discrimination in the band's dance
groups and stated that the reality was that uniforms are French
cut and must be worn tastefully.

O'Neal Honored at Convocation West Speaks About Race at HUB .
WEST, from Campus A1

evidence that Howard's School
according to Henley.
"It provides the students of Business is the blood that runs
versity for a nun1ber of years," with up-to-date information through the heart of AfricanAssistant Dean for the School of about financial services in each American academia.
Business Student Affairs Carol industry," Henley said. "It pro"It's always great when you
Henley said. "They have been a vides what the analyst of that hear a person of that magnitude
sponsor for our honors program company will have at a particu- speaking at an event of this magthe last six years."
nitude. [You know that they are]
lar time."
On two occasions, l\.lerrill
Some of the School of coming from the same academic
Lynch has hosted Howard Business students are very lineage as you do," Ugwuomo
University's School of Business pleased to have someone speak said.
honors program in London, that they want to eventually
The faculty and students
according to Henly.
look forward to hearing an inspibecome.
Along with sponsoring the
"You expect someone of rational 1nessage from O'Neal.
School of Business Honors his stature to come to Howard "I hope he will talk about such
Program, O'Neal and l\1errill University and give us some things as integrity, character
Lynch have sponsored close to insight into what the profession- and request skills sels needfive case study competitions for al world of business is all about," ed to be in the position he is
School of Business students.
said Michael Sampson, a senior in,'' said Harold Gray, director
O'Neal's company has also marketing major.
for the Center of Professional
donated a Bloomberg Terminal
According to junior commu- Development. "A lot of students
to the School of Business, which nications 1nanagement major want to get there, but they don't
is one of the main sources of Ugi Ugwuomo, having O'Neal know how."
current financial information, speak at convocation is .hrther
O'NEAL, from Campus A1

Maffllew

Alec

BRODERICK BA£ DWIN

Toni
CO£~ETTE

Calista

ular African-American Studies
class at Harvard in 1997.
"Every class was fascinating
and during the last week of class,
we listened to all types of music,
from old Negro spirituals to
Prince, to hip-hop and we would
discuss their historical influence
on the larger American culture. I
can't wait to read his book," said
Valbrun.
Now with the greatly anticipated sequel to \Vest's Race
lv.1atters, he releases the book
titled Democracy Matters in
which he discusses the democracy of America and the Middle
East and the steps America must
take to be a leading democracy
including recognizing its conquering past.
"Considering the current
political climate, I think \Vest
is one of those voices that pco-

Ray

F.EOCKHllRr EIOTTJI

pie really want to hear as they
start to question the direction in
which our leadership is headed
for 2005," said Monique Mozee,
Howard Bookstore marketing
manager, who arranged West's
visit.
Many students were also
excited about West appearing at
the bookstore.
Jennifer Owens, a sophomore legal communications
major anticipated West's visit
'lnd said, "He addresses problen1S in the black communit)
that others are afraid to talk
about."
Following West's remarks,
he signed books as over hundred
people stood in a line that snaked
around the bookstore. Faculty
and students were not the only
people who sought to see West
during his visit to Howard.
"I heard him on the radio

Tim BJake
NE~SOJV

James

this 1norning," said Verna
Collies, a retired DC resident.
"I am familiar with his work
from University of the District
of Columbia. We are at a critical
stage, which will require much
knowledge and dedication. \Ve
have to realize change is taking
place, and now is the time to
decide what we will do about
I't.,.

The appetites of some students was only whetted by West's
visit as the) looked fonnird to a
da) when \Vest would walk the
halls and be a an official Bison.
"I don't understand why he
is not a professor here," said
l\.1elissa Jones, a junior film
major. "I came to hear what he
had to say about race because
Howard can't afford him. I
feel like I am getting more out
my tuition money by coming
toda) ."

Tony
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National Cancer Director Lectures at HUH
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

How 11zuch
interest do
you tliink
students take in
Convocation?
1\1

u'l~rk lfa"1hn,n~'1atr Ph11t~r1phf'r

Andrew C. von Eschenbach , director for the National Cancer
Institute, spoke to the Howard University Cancer Center on
Tuesday. He Is nationally recognized for urology.

Jason Ravin
Political Science
Senior
"Unfortunately most
students take it as an
opponunity to sleep
in and they 1niss
out on the chance to
experience an event
that's ,·ital to the
I loward experience."

Sunni Sivadcl
Senior
Physical therapy
"Most peopk sc.:' it as a
break from classes they
don't understand what
it really nlcans."

•

Nicole Clark
Senior
Finance
"As a freslunan you
111ay receive perks or
extra credit for goin~.
hut when you reach
your inajor courses
there are no benefits. so
people usually become
less interested."

The Director of the National Cancer Institute,
Andrew C. von Eschenbach, presented his lecture "Progress with a Purpose: Eliminating the
Suffering and Death due to Cancer by 2015" in
the Howard University Hospital Cancer Research
Series on Tuesday.
After working at the Anthony Anderson Cancer
Center for 26 years, von Eschenbach decided to
move on to the National Cancer Center, realizing
the importance of the work being done to conquer
cancer and because of having been directly faced
with the horror of the disease.
"Cancer is racially indistinctive in mortality,"
von Eschenbach said. "One American is dying
every minute of cancer."
Using a Power Point presentation, von
Eschenbach allowed the audience of doctors,

A Moment in Howard
History: 'The Long
Walk' Long Forgotten

medical students and various members of the
University co1nn1unity to visualize lhe effects of
cancer on the American population through a
series of charts and graphs lo aide in his discussirm.
According lo the slalislics presented, there
were 1,368,030 new canct•r cases diagnosed in the
United States last year, with 2,880 of them being
in the District of Colun1bia, and an alarming rate
in the African-American community.
"I chose to come to Howard for a number of
reasons," von Eschenbach said. "The importance
Howard plays in addressing cancer disparities
helps guide us to eradicate the disease and its
disproportionate effect on African-Americans. We
arc celebrating the awareness of prostate and
breast cancers . which both affect the black community at unprecedented nun1bers. Howard has a
great [cancer] center, which can't be denied."
See HUH, News A5

~ Jfto11wnt I1i

·infs Jfisto1

BY KAREN BRUNDIDGE

tination for generations of success and
leadership" as stated in Founders.
Symbolic of one's journey to another
Traveling through the halls of stage in life, today students take the long
Founders Library, you may or may nol walk on a red carpet during graduation.
have noticed something on the wall
Many students are clueless about the
regarding "The Long Walle"
long walk.
"The Long Walk" was the original
"As a Howard student, I have yet
north-south linkage between the main to receive any knowledge of 't11e long
building in which Howard University was walk,' said junior public relations major
founded and Clark Hall. Students walked Messiah Ramkissoon. "The University
from Clark Hall, which was the male dor- should make greater efforts to educate
mitory located where the Fine Arts build- the students about the school's history."
ing is today, to the main building where
Some students have heard of the long
Founders is currently located. The main walk but are uncertain about its details.
building consisted of classrooms, profes"The long walk was basically 'where
sors offices, the library, an art gallery and graduation and other ceremonies took
other various rooms.
place," said junior English major Derrick
''There was an abundance of trees Bowers. "The walk was from Fine Arts,
along the walk and it looked nice, espe- which wasn't built yet, to Founders, but
cially during the winter montl1s," said it was a much longer walk."
Scott Baker, assistant director of the art
For
more
information on the
gallery.
long walk, read "'The Long Walk...
lilanv distinguished individuals ha·:e The Placcmaking 1.Rgacy of Howard
graced that path such as Jackie Robinson. Universit) · by Harl) G. Robinson Ill
Mary McLeod Bethune, Muhan1mad Ali, and Hazel Ruth Edwards or visit the
W.E.B. DuBois, Martin Luther King Jr., Moorland-Springarn Research Center in
former presidents, kings and foreign Founders Library.
ministers.
The walkway is said to be "the des- Edna Burke, 1932 Bison Yearbook
Contributing Writer

GlassHouse Radio an
International Success

And who of us have never trod
The Long Walk down to Main,
And lingered on its beaten path
In sunshine and in rain?
When winter lay upon the hill,
And cheerless was the day,
When weird and chilly blew the wind
As we went down the way;
When spring and leafing trees did bud,
When blossoms first broke tlu·ough

BY AYESttA RASCOE

BY JARBARI SMITH
Contributing Writor

I

When autumn b1·ought her tinted leaves
To shrew the rugged walk.
f1'hile sc•me did lc•l/,•r the,.t> to amuse,
And so1ne to quietly talk?
And who of us have ever thought
The Long n1alk played a partAnd knew one-half possessed a laugh;
The other a broken heart?

WHBC Betters Reputation
Through Prontotion

Hiiitop Staff Writer

less than 25 [lisfeners]," Saunders said.
"We are on the path, but consistency is
what we have to work on."
To keep the student run station on
News, gossip, and entertainment, this path, Saunders is employing a new
all fron1 a college student's perspec- webmaster to keep lhe station's website,
tive, will once again be only a click www.glasshouseradio.com, continuously
away. GlassHouse Radio, Howard's first updated. In addition, she plans on addinternet talk radio station. begins ilc; ing new shows to the current five show
second season
lineup. The one
in October.
new show that
Because
has been develseveral memoped is "Digital
bers of the
Underground"
GlassHouse
which reviews
Radio
staff
new
music,
graduated last
video games,
year, the staand technoltion is currently
ogy, as well
in the process
as showcases
of revamping
u n discovered
the line-up and
artists. Unlike
reorganizing
the
other
with new staff
shows, which
members.
were Saunders'
Vickey
ideas, "Digital
Saunders,
Under ground"
founder
and
is the creation
executive proof staff memducer of the
ber Lawrence
station, said
Abbott.
she is pleased
"I came up
with the staff.
with the idea
''We're
na Good"'" s1alf P11<>1oi:nphn that
people
needed to have
training about About 80 students are in training to
their talent preBo
people," become a part of Howard University's talk
sented, so that
said Saunders, radio station GlassHouse Radio.
an
assistant
other people
professor in the Department of Radio, can know them," said Abbott, a senior
Television, and Film at Howard. "I feel radio, television, and film major.
like from those 80, we'll get good people
Abbott, who joined GlassHouse
who will stay for four years."
while taking a script writing class under
Saunders and returning staff mem- Saunders, was an assistant producer for
bers are pleased with the progress that the program, "Girls, Girls, Girls" last
was made during the first year of the 24- season and eventually became an on-air
hour internet station, hope lo continue personality
'
to grow during the new season and in
for the show. He said he enjoys
seaso1 s to come.
using the internet medium because the
"We had gotten up to l,ooo listen- station, which is listened to in over seven
ers last year at our peak," Saunders said.
"That's not much but we started with
See GLASS, News A5

On bush and bough and tulip beds
That they might live anew;

Located on the ground level
of the John I I. Joh nson School of
Comn1unications, \.VHBC has h.1d guests
such as hip-hop ..stars TLC, Yo-Yo and
Naught) b} Nature, whose autographed
posters adorn the wall of fmne in the
station. In reei'nt ve \rs, however, there
have be n fewer star sightings at the
station, sometl1ing Barne" is looking to
change.
"I personally send out letters to
record labels to show then1 that we are
here and we arL trying to suop >rt them,"
Barnes said. "Plus, DJ Rockko is an

With a play list consisting of the latest commercial and underground hits
and a revamped roster of on-air personalities, news reporters and street team
members, Howard University's studcntrun radio station \\THBC 830Aiv1 is ready
to reinvent its image.
Although criticized in the past for its
lack of promotion and student awareness, WHBC is working hard to ensure
that the student body is aware of the
station.
See WHBC, News A5
"I'm trying to bring
it back to the essence
when artists would
con1e to WHBC before
they went lo WHUR
96.3 because it was
n1ore free and much
easier to promote," said
Programming Director
Scott
"Knowledge"
Barns. "I'm trying to
bring it back to where
it was fun."
Jephree White, an
on-air personality who
goes by "Phree," has
worked with \.VHBC for
over a year and predicts
a productive year for
the station.
"I think that the
station is better t11is
year because the management is much more
visible," said White, a
sophomore radio-1Vnlm major. "Knowledge
has created more relevant sh ows and Tangila
Sanders, the promotions director, has done
a great job of promoting
the station. Last year it
was a lot of talk and this
\htdt> \tf'~ndt°r· 'llrr Photop-aphtr
year the nlangers are Members of Howard 's s tudent-run radio s tation,
more about action."
WHBC 830 AM, are working to rebuild Its number of
listeners through promotion.
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WHBC Tries to Gain Listeners NCI Aims to Eliminate Cancer
WHBC, from Campus A4
intern for Def Jam and has the
inside scoop on a Jot of artists,
which helps the station."
WHBC's vision and on-air
line-up are not the onl) aspects
of the station that have undergone a 1nakeover. According
to Barnes, last year there were
too many egos and this year the
atmosphere is 1nuch tnore fa1nily-oriented.
Some students have noticed
a difference in the visibility of
WHBC this year but feel the station should further its promotional efforts.

.. Last year I barely heard
anything about the radio staLion," said sophomore radio, TV
and film major Janelle Dunbar.
..This year I've seen one or two
flyers around but there could
still be a lot more advertising."
Not everything with WHBC
is better this year. Many students
c01nplain that they are unable to
••
get good reception on Howard
University Channel 51 and
830AM.
"As a street team me1nber,
I think that we should work on
the 830AM frequency issues, as
well as making sure that Channel

51 con1es through clearly in the
dorms because these problems
affect our viewership," said
sopho1nore radio-TV-film major
Vanessa Arthur.
Minus the setback, those
involved with v\711 BC remain
enthusiastic about what the
ilnprovcd station.
"I'm going to bring us back!"
said WHBC General Manager
Juslin Thwaites. "Basically I
want WIIBC, the naine, to be
out there and I want us to have
fun putting it out there."

HUH, from Campus A4
One of the major factors in
the institute's plan to eliminate
the suffering caused by cancer
in the next 10 years is a fourfold process which calls for an
early intervention in the cancer
process and then the prevention, detection, modulation, and
elimination of the disease.

In addition to benefit- the National Cancer Center
ing those affected by cancer has come to Howard. Through
and those who are worki11g , events like this, students have
toward finding the cure, von more opportunities available to
Eschenbach's lecture was also them."
The cancer center at the
valuable to students.
"This is great for the center," Howard University Ilospital is
said Lucile Adan1s-Cainpbell, the only one of its kind dire<·ti)
director
of the
Howard . associated \vith a Historically
University cancer center. "This Black College or University.
is the first time a director of

Internet Station in Second Season
GLASS, from Campus A4

\l\t"tfo \ll'\i&ndtr- ~hlfT

rhotna:raphtr

WHBC is striving to add more autographed posters to its wall of fame by attracting more
celebrity guests.

countries. can co1nn1unicate
with such a variety of people
and allows listeners to provide
feedback.
According to Abbott, people
from all over the world e-mail
subjects that they feel should be
talked about.
..A person I believe from
Australia said we should talk
about AIDS and AfricanAmericans," Abbott said. "\Ve
just talked about [the subject],
discussed our points about it
and if people are aware of the
repercussions.
These shows
were important to informing
people listening."
This season, Abbott would
like more Howard students and
students in general, to listen to
the station's programn1ing.
"I want more people on campus to know [about Glass House]
and other people on other campuses in the area to know,·• he
said. Abbott said as a staff they
are working on making a street
team to promote the station and
with the webmaster to make: the
website more accessible to the
public.
..\Ve're trying to make it into
a community, a global community," Abbott said.
Junior broadcast journalism
major Joy Thompson is the station's supervising producer this

n11 (;00J<o11n• Slaff l'hlllOJtraph\·r

Vickey Saunders, founder of the University's first Internet talk
radio station Glass House Radio, works with students to produce their own radio shows heard nation-wide.
year and would like not only for
more students to become listeners, but also to get involved in
the production of GlassHouse
Radio.
..Son1e people think they can
only get on the radio is at \VHUR,
but people at Howard can con1e
nnd work [at GlassHouse],:'
Thompson said. ..People can
get involved and have fun and
produce their shows."
Thompson said she is looking for students ''interested,
dedicated people with ideas" to
come work al the station.

As GlassHouse begins its
second season, Saunders sees
the station as becoming an
international medium living up
to the station's creed, .. uniting
University students all over the
globe as we travel fro1n '"'llr to
peace with lo,·e, laughter, and
peace from your campus."
"I felt we could create peace
in the world by getting young
people to communicate, so they
can get to know each other,"
Saunders said. ''So I thought the
internet and talk radio would be
the perfect vehicle for this."
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What inspires you? Is 1t a profit margin? A stock price? ACEO? Or is it something higher? Maybe a set of values,
a love for freedom and the belief th.it an individual ~an make a difference. With a college degree. you can begin
your career in a leadership position as an officer in the United States Air Force. Commissioned as a second
lieutenant. you'll enjoy many perks not found within most Fortune 500 companies. And unlike most jobs in the
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private sector, you'll be working for something you actually believe in. Call 1-800-423-USAF to request more
information or visit AIRFORCE.COM.
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Crowned Royalty Management:
The Beginnings of an Empire

EM.l!~QYEE

Of""i"'WEEK

.

'

and cousin in Boston. "We could go to the
clubs, listen to different artists and go to
concerts,'' Ugwuomo said. ''l\ly cousin is
There must be some unspoken form a journalist so we came up with the idea
of entrepreneuri.al instinct that the about going to different clubs interviewHoward environment provides. Maybe ing artists and putting freelance interit's in the air. Many ex-students, includ- views on a website. I just fell in love with
ing P. Diddy, have graduated and become the scene. It was just like, 'ok, where a1n I
successful in the business world, giving going to take it now?"'
credit to their Howard as their stepThe function of Crowned Royalty
ping-stone. Radiance Salem and Kalu Management is to manage a lifestyle,
Ug¥.'t10mo, both junior communications which includes production, advertising,
n1anagement majors, and Ugi Ugvroomo, event planning and hosting, education
a Howard senior, comprise the trio that and anything related to entertainn1ent.
is Crowned Royalty Management. Their
"There's a huge misconception that
talent management, event planning and a lot of the people in the entertainment
artist development business is on its way industry have and they don't educate
to great places.
themselves and I wanted to change that,"
Salem and a former partner, who Salem said. "That was my specific goal
no longer attends Howard, created the with artists."
company in the fall of 2002. Her vision
Crowned royalty has dabbled in phididn't coincide with her partner's and lanthropy through their mentoring prothings fizzled out eventually. Ugwuomo gram, A LOT (A Leader of Tomorrow),
was helping with the business all along and the creating a chapter of the National
'
and he had an equal vision to break into Black College Alliance. Aside: trom
Pltoto Cftdit
the industry.
spreading education they book shows for Radiance Salem, Kalu and Ugi Ugwuomo are the founders of Crowned Royalty
"The company really came out of artists for a booking fee, but pride them- Management, a talent, artist and event planning business.
rocky beginnings. It was a lot of tests and selves on loyalty and putting people's
to focus on Howard but I've been working ing al Howard and we will finish when
experiments until finally getting to the needs first.
point we're at now. We're still building,"
Crowned Royalty has been working with artists out of Boston and out of New we leave. This is something as serious
Salem said. Salem is the president, Kalu with an R & B artist by the name of York," Ugwuomo said. "Howard is a good as when we finish school, where are we
Ugwuomo, the vice-president, and Ugi Tenna Torres for about a year. Torres is platform. Howard has opened up a Jot of going to live. It's not something where
we go back home and that's it. This is a
Ugwuomo, the general manager.
a junior from Queens, N.Y. The company doors as far as artists and products."
Many of their projects have fallen foundation and the pillars are being built
The members of Crowned Royalty has been responsible for the DefCom3
have always had a knack for music.
and Hip-Hop caucus, along with many into their laps and they have managed to right now. We think of crown royalty as a
"My vision is to always build. I real- other events. Both Ugwuomo and Salem keep structure and stability in the grow- huge en1pire and we're building the infrastructure right now," Salem said.
ized I had a knack for management," are meml)ers of Endustry Power Players ing business.
Crowned Royalty is currently seeking
'·A lot of their stuff is put together
Salem said. "My dad was a manager and (EPP).
a pioneer in the music business. So I've
"The thing about EPP that a lot of in a real organized way. They're real DJs and several other specific positions.
been around it directly and indirectly all people don't know is that a lot of people organized," said Ricardo Jc.nes, a junior, The) can be reached at Crownedroyalty
my life."
have their own things going on. A Jot of who also has an event planning company, mngnt@yahoo.com
Before his Howard years, Kalu people have things going on and we just Goodlifc, Inc.
"I see this as just the beginning for
Ugwuomo was deep into the under- cmnbine forces," Salem said.
ground hip-hop scene with his brother
"Just being at Howard, it's hard not us. This isn't something we're just start-

BY MAIYA NORTON

Editorials and Perspective Editor
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"My worst one was waiting to register for classes which I already had registered for on BisonWeb. It was something
I needed •to get done, so all I could do was
\Vait."

-Keidi Carter, biology
"My worst experience \vas almost
getting left when we went to Six
Flags. That's when I realized that I
\Vas really at a Black school because
the bus was about to leave us! [My
friends and I] had to hop on whatever bus where we could to get back
home."

-Elo nda Womb el, n ursin g
"The food is terrible, but nothing
else is too bad. To solve that I just go
to McDonald's, but I'm running out
of money."

.

"My worst experience would have to
be dealing with people in the 'A' building.
It seems like you have to have an attitude
to work in that building. One thing that
helped me was when I realized that \vhen
you get the name of one person, try to
remen1ber that person and go speak to
that person over and over again because
once you talk to three different people,
you end up with three different sets of
information."

"My 'vorst experience has been with the
administration. I dealt \-vith it by coming up
here a lot this past summer to get my stuff done
and handed [my paperwork] straight to them.
This \Vas so that [the administration] couldn't
have any reason to say that they did not receive
my stuff."

-Dan ielle Riley, elem entary education

"I \vould say that my \VOrst experience so far has
been having to get used to walking everywhere. I'm
-Kristin Bovell, biology from a small city, so as teens we used the bus and
then everyone else would use other transportation.
I've been working out a little to get back in shape so
"Aside from the ever-popular
I can get up and do'vn these hills."
answer of adn1inistration problems,
I'd have to say learning the metro
-Kristin Rodney, fashion m er ch a ndising
system. Also, the campus shuttles
aren't too reliable."
"Every time I eat in th e

-Shayla Coleman , business
m anagem ent

-Foli Asem, pre-pharmacy
"Getting sick after eating the cafeteria
food. I had too many cheeseburgers!"

-Gary Loggins, biology

"Well, there was this audition that [my friend
and I] had to do. I was rapping With one of my
friends and one of the inics was a little inessed up.
I was pretty mad about that because the audition
could have gone a lot better than it did."

cafe is a bad experience. I
usually deal with that with
the help of some PeptoBismol."

-Jay Victor, English

Co1npiled by Susan D. Simn1ons

-Jason Russell, com p uter engin eering

Students Rate Organizational Fair Successful
Howard University.
what we are all about. This was Junior biology nlajor Kimberly
Hilltop Staff Writer
'fhe Public Relations Student our first time being at the orga- Williams showed her appreciaSociety of America (PRSSA) and nizational fair and I will look tion towards the Greek organiHoward University students the National Association of Black forward to it in the future."
zation present.
"I enjoyed seeing a mixfilled the Blackburn Center Journalists, representing chapMaureen Taylor of WHBC
Ballroom on Wednesday to ters from the John H. Johnson 830 AM feels the organization ture of Greek organizations, the
check out various on-campus School of Communications, were fair made more students aware members of the Divine Nine and
opportunities.
among the many professional of the radio station.
community service and honor
More relaxed than a job fair, organizations in attendance.
"It was quite an experience fraternities," Williams said. "It
students were entertained by a
"I feel that this was helpful telling everyone who we are really shows that we have balDJ and eager representatives and instrumental and I appre- and that we have been right in ance and that there is a Greek
waiting to showcase their orga- ciated the response from our tl1e School of Co1nmunications organization for any person."
Students who walked down
nizations. The organizations peers," said Nell Bradley, presi- basen1ent the whole time," said
ranged fron1 F.R.E.S.H., which dent of the D. Parke Gibson Taylor, a broadcast journalism the crowded aisles of the fair
stands for Females Representing chapter of the PRSSA. "I appre- major.
were lured into interesting con
Every Side of Hip-Hop, to state ciated having a chance to get
Fraternities like Omega versations with officers of differclubs, to student councils of the our name out there lo explain Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. and ent organizations with giveaways
different schools that compose to people, especrnlly freshmen, Alpha Phi Omega were present. and raffles. Candy and magnets
BY CANDACE JONES

were among the popular table
decorations that appealed to
students and other visitors.
"I thought the fair was well
organized and I had no idea
how many organizations we had
on campus," said junior political science major Tracie Suggs.
"The organizational fair proved
that there is something for
everyone."
"I'm glad it was worth my
missing class," junior accounting major Modesti Harris said.
"I really am looking forward to
receiving e-mails from the organizations whose lists I've signed
today."

Goins' HU
Experience
Help Guide
Students
BY NICOLE M. MELTON
Contributing Writer

It is a sunny Monday

afternoon and ~fatthew
Goins' office is buzzing ,.,;th
bus\'
stud,·nts. There are
•
two students in his uffi<:e
working on the con1puter
and another standing at
the door waiting for Goins'
assistance. Several more
students stop by during
the next half-hour to either
ask for help or to just say
hello. Goins, who serves as
the Assistant Director of
Publications in the Office of
Student Activities, enjoys
being someone who students turn to. After all. he
was just there himself.
Goins graduated from
the Howard Cni\crsity
School of Business in 2002
and began his full-time
position in July. His duties
include advising the student
publications. The Hilltop,
the District Chronicles
and the Bison Yearbook,
as well as advising student
organizations on campus.
Goins also assists with the
establishment ot new can1pus organizations. Prior to
his current appointn1ent,
Goins worked in the Office
of Student Activities as a
graduate assistant while
pursuing a masters in organizational com1nunicntion
through tl1eJohn H.Johnson
School of Communications·
Department
of
Communication
and
Culture.
"Students cunw to !>ec
· n1e who are going through
the same things I went
through not too long ago. Goins said. "I\·e bee~ here
for seven years and I've seen
a lot go on at Howard."
As an undergraduate
student, Goins participated
in c:d.racurricular acthi tics including Phi Sig1na Pi
National Honor Fraternity,
Inc.. Campus Pals, the
Showtimc
l\.Iarching
Band, and On1cga Psi Phi
Fraternity,
Inc
Goins
understands how great of
an impact these organizations had on his personal
growth and wants to share
his experiences with other
students.
"I see that n1y own personal developn1cnt can't be
solely attributed to rne,"
Goins said. "Then.' were
several people in my life
that spent time with me
and helped me develop. I
want to be that person in
other people's lives.''
Goins is very passionate about getting students
involved. Howard has 11\·er
120 sn1dent organizations
and il is Goins' personal
goal to tnake sure every student finds an organization
that fits his or her needs.
"A lot of students know
they want to do son1ething
but they don't know what
or how. I help link students
to different opportunities,"
Goins said. "I Toward has
something for e\'l'rybody,
and it we don't have it, students are able to create it
and we will full) s upport
See GOINS, News A7

Whoever said
''one person cant
'
change the world,"
never tried.
y

ou're bursting w ith ambitions,

Students Appreciate Goins
GOINS, from Campus A6

,,
th em.
Cory Scott, a sophomore
political science and history
double major, has witnessed
Goins in action and appreciates
his \\illingness to ser.-e.
!here are a number of different resources that he provides," Scott said. "He has volunteered to advise some student
organizations that didn't have an
ad,~ser initially but are required
to. For some of the organizations that I'm int if I needed

variety of concen trations as well
as a hands-on approach co

The question is,

learning. And we u nderstan d

how do you

that life can be very

realize them?
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d emanding . That's why
Consider a M aster of

w e've created a Social

Social Work degree

Service program that can
schedule.

Graduate School of
Social Service. Our

T he Ford ha m Graduate
School
of Social Service .

program, w h ich is ranked
14th nationally by U.S. News

together we can make a

and World Report, is one of the

difference.

largest o f its k ind fo r edu cating

Visit www.fordham.edu/gss
for our Information
Session schedule.

and training social service

~
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important to nle because I'm a
big family guy.''
Enthusiastic about the
advancen1ent
of
AfricanAmerican students, Goins plans
to get his Ph.D. in higher educational administration.
"E,erybod) has a responsibilil) to do more," Goins said.
"If we look at some of the conditions that a lot of people before
us had to endure, we would realize that we have such a great
task to do all we can do. It's not
an option. We don't haYe the
right to be mediocre."

professionals.
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Do you believe that
all children can
EXCEL?

t-

BELL (Building Educated Leaders
for Life) is a nonprofit organization
designed to increase the education-·
al achievements and life opportunities of urban children. We provide
academic after-school twtorials to
hundreds of elementary school children in the DC area.

fie just about any busy

from Fordham's

t

anything, I\ ·e come to Matt and
he has helped me our:·
When Goins is not working, he enjoys working out 11nd
spending time with his fa1nily.
Goins has an older brother who
graduated from Howard, and
two younger sisters who attend
l loward now. He is proud of his
siblings and of the family connection they have 1naintained
during their college years.
"All fou r of us ai·e Howard
students and that allowed us
to remain close as a family,"
Goins said. "That family bond is

At Fo rdh am, we offer a wide

goals, dreams and aspirations.

J
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We are currently hiring exceptional college students,
community members and teachers to work with our
children. Tutors work in the afternoons, between 5
and 15 hours per week. Rates range from $10 to $12
an hour, depending on experience, and BELL provides training to all program staff.

See you at the Graduate School Fair at
George Washington University on September 27 !
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For more information or to apply, please visit
www.belldc.org.
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Will be holding interviews for Analyst positions
in its Investment Banking Group
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Seniors interested in interviewing for Analyst positions
in our Investment Banking Group
should submit resumes and cover letters through InterviewTRAK
by September 30th
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Deciphering
Darfur
BY NAEESA AZIZ
Contributing Writer

I was silent. Not because I had no
questions but because I had too many.
In comparing the information presented by the Sudanese government
to that provided in international news
reports, I was reluctant not to assun1e
that I had traveled to the wrong country. I came prepared to discuss and
possibly debate the details of racist
government action against its people.
I came prepared to hear Khartoum's
explanation for the suffering of its
people, the allegations against them
and the articulation of their current
plan of action.
Based on information While
in Sudan, I encountered the recent
declarations and decisions made by
Secretary of Stale Colin L. Powell are
untrue, unfounded and seem to be
based on opportunistic miscalculations. In my experience, with what
I have seen, heard and witnessed in
Sudan, there is no genocide occurring in Darfur, but a convoluted crisis caused by political and strategical
mistakes which will continue to grow
if categorized as such.
As I listened to the government
officials refute the claims made against
them, skepticism set in. Haven't other
visitors seen and heard this before?
Weren't humanitarian groups and
organizations in an uproar about
this crisis? It is clear that others have
heard the words of the people and
government, but have not truly listened. It occurred to me that a critical
examination of the facts had never
been performed, and apparently
wasn't needed for most to form their
opinions about what is occurring.
Certain facts are irrefutable.
There is a vicious civil war occurring
in Darfur which has displaced an estimated 1.2 million people. There are
groups of militia, armed by the government to fight against anti-government rebels that are using the conflict
and the provided arms as a means to
loot, rape, rob and generally exacerbate the situation. There is a group
of anti-government rebels purportedly funded and fueled by mysterious
factions who have vowed to continue
fighting in Darfur until they receive
equal power and econon1ic development in the region.
Another fact; the government
made a serious blunder in arming
civilians and the Janjaweed in defense
of themselves. Although these facts
are true and completely inexcusable,
there are several political and economic factors that have failed to be
discussed, thus allowing clain1s of
genocide to take hold.
Increased humanitarian efforts
are needed, not sanctions. The problem is political. Sanctions will not
bring economic wealth nor development to Darfur or any other region
of the country. What is needed is an
honest and uncalculated attempt at
negotiations between the rebels and
the government without intervention,
interruption, or advice from sources outside the African continent or
Diaspora. Also, if we as Africans in
the Diaspora want to be effective in
assisting Africans on the continent,
lets begin that assistance before crises
like this occur. The Sudanese conflict should signal a commitment and
a wake-up call for our community.
Although we have a myriad of issues
to tackle here in Alnerica, remember
that our success, empowerment, and
welfare is directly linked with that
of our brothers and sisters abroad.
Instead of rallying behind the agenda of others, perhaps the AfricanAlnerican community should assert
its position in the African Union and
be a proactive force in African politics. Brashly and angrily reacting to
reports of what is occurring is not
enough. When something happens on
the continent, we should be able to
call on our Diaspora representatives
in the AU and other African sources to receive an accurate, balanced
account of what problems are at hand
and subsequently consult Africans
who know the history and dynamics of the region. We then would be
able to make an accurate assessment
for action based on fact and strategy,
rather than one pron1pted by anger.
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Nation Brief:u___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,:_____
Madonna Calls
for World Peace
Pop
megastar and actress
Madonna called for
world peace at a conference on Jewish
mysticism Sunday,
various news outlets
reported. Madonna
was on a five-day
pilgrinlage to the
Holy L;md and performed a concert in r
Israel earlier this
year. The concert
was initially canceled
w""·cnn.ro1n
because of a wave of
terrorist bombings and concerns for Madonna's
security. At the conference, Ma<ionna said she was
not representing a particular rc~igion, but speaking
as a student of Kabbalah. "I'm here as a student of
Kabbalah," she said., "A Kabbalist sees the world as
a unified whole. A Kabbalist asks why." The singer
said she and the people she met during her trip have
a common goal. "We want to put an end to chaos
and suffering," she said. "But most of all we want to
put an end to hatred with no reason...
Jesse Jackson,
Jr. Heads
Delegation to
Sudan
Rep.
Jesse
Jackson Jr. (D-Ill.)
and Rep. Jim Kolbe
CR-Ariz.)
recently
led a congressional
delegation to the
embattled
country of Sudan, Bet.
com reports. The
congressmen said
improvements have
been made in the region

concerning the humanitarian access granted to refugees affected by the genocide ravaging the country. They noted more work has to be done before
the crisis is resolved and called on the government
of Sudan, as well as the international communit). to increase their con1mitments to ending the
crisis. Jackson sits on a subcommittee that has
already disbursed over $200 million in aid aimed
at improving the hu111anitarian crisis. Human
rights groups say nearly i,200 Sudanese are dying
everyday and tens of thousands more have been
left homeless and without food or clean water, the
website reports.
Black Farmers Sue Government for Backed
Cornpensation
Almost five years after receiving an historic
agree1nent with the U.S. Department of Agriculture
worth more than $2 billion, many Black farmers have not received any money, Bet.com reports.
The agreement
was designed to
compensate for
years of discrimination, in which
n1any
Black
farmers
were
denied loans and
subsidies due to
their race. "The
f
USDA has been
a complete fail1
ure in providing restitution
.......m n.C<lm
and in addressing and ending decades of discrimination agains t African-American farmers," said
Arianne CaJlender to Bet.Com. Callender is an
attorney representing an environmental group that
discovered the discrimination. "The settlement is
a big disappointment on many fronts," she said.
The government disagrees and through a court
appointed monitor for the settlement said:!o
date, nearly $1 billion dollars have been paid to the
Black farmers and the payments are continuing....
there was never a dollar an1ount on what the farm-

ers would collect."
'
Annan Calls Iraq
War Illegal
United Nations Secretarv General Kofi Al1nan
called the U.S. led invasion of Iraq 'illegal" earlier
this week, various news outlets reported. Annan
also questioned whether elections in the war torn
country would be possible in January with the current level of violence. "I hope we don't see another
Iraq-type operation for a long time without U.N.
approval and much broader support from the international community," said Allnan in an interview
witll the BBC. The Bush administration quickly
rebutted Annan's statement and officials said his
comments were "unfortunate."

Bush and Kerry
Settle on Debate
Schedule
The Bush and
Kerry campaigns have
reached an agreement on the schedule for presidential
debates,
various
news outlets report.
Negotiators representing the Bush
and Ktrry campaigns•
agreed to three 90minute
debates,
• \\'" ",tnu.con•
starting Sept. 30 at the University of M1am1 111
Coral Gables, Fla. The second will take place Oct.
8 at Washington University in St. Louis and Oct. 13
at Arizona State University in Tempe. All debates
are scheduled to begin at 9 p.m. EST. Political
pundits predict the debates, which are e:Kpected to
be watched by millions, will be pivotal to this year's
race in helping undecided voters pick a candidate
to vote for. Howard University Law School alum
Vernon E. Jordan led negotiations for the Kerry
campaign and former Secretary of State J ames
Baker led talks for the Bush campaign.
Compiled by Kevin Harris

Gay Student Awarded
Bush Defends Iraq
Transgendered Scholarship Policy in the UN
BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT

BY AMANDA NEMBHARD

Hilltop Staff Writer

Contributing Wnter

A California teenager was recently awarded a $15,000-a-year scholarship to attend the
University of California at Berkeley because
he is transgendered. Alyn Libman, who decided to change his gender in the 11th grade from
female to male, is the first transgendered
person to win a scholarship from The Point
Foundation, which is a non-profit organization based in Chicago. The foundation has
awarded over $11nillion to gay students headed for college since 2002.
"It felt amazing to actually be e1nbraced
by someone who didn't just dismiss me for
being different," said Libman to the San
Francisco Chronicle. The Chronicle reports
that the Point Foundation has handed out
nearly 30 scholarships covering tuition, housing and books to homosexual undergraduate
and graduate students.
"The ability to take individuals who have
had enormous disadvantages and to give
them the ability to succeed in life 1s what's
important to society," said Bruce Lindstrom
to the Chronicle. Lindstrom started The Point
Foundation in 2001. He was disowned by his
own family during his 20s after revealing he
was gay.
"We try very hard to balance the issu~ of
need versus the issue of leadership ability,~
Lindstrom said. To receive scholarships from
the foundation, students are asked to summit
essays including their experiences growing up
gay and of the ridicule they faced as a result of
their sexual orientation. Officials warn sexual
orientation is not enough to win scholarships.
A majority of the students awarded scholarships exhibit excellence in other areas such as
extracurricular activities and leadership.
More than 50 scholarships like Libman's
are available nationwide.
Bridgewater State College, located 40
miles south of Boston, is among the first
schools to provide aid in the form of scholarships for gay students. Zami, an advocacy
group based in Atlanta plans to award $1,000
scholarships to 21 black gay students this
year. The United Church of Christ reportedly distributed $2,000 scholarships to gay
seminarians. Here in the nation's capital,
George Washington University is offering
$3,000 fellowships that will allow gay students to study politics for a semester. Other
organizations have provided similar opportunities for gay and lesbian students. Parents,
Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
(PFLAG) is an organization that recognizes
gay students and their allies- heterosexual
students who look to change negative ideas
about homosexuality- for their accomplishments during their high school years. The
PFLAG National Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgendered Scholarship Program was created in memory of Sakia Gunn, a 15-year-old

Alyn Libman (left) is one of many transgendered students who has received
scholarshlps to various schools.

African-American teenager fron1 New Jersey
who was killed for being a lesbian
\lice Leeds, director of con1munications
at PFLAG, ex'})lained what scholarships surh
as these are designed to accomplish. "Too
often gays and lesbians are harassed and have
a difficult time learning and even drop out of
school," Leeds said. "This scholarship recognizes the students who continue to do well
in their classes and maintain high academic
achievements." Leeds said the scholarships
are offered to students who are involved and
are dedicated to leadership in supporting,
inclusion and fairness for all.
Many Howard University students disagree with these scholarships. They say heterosexuals are being cheated out of an opportunity.
"I don't support it at all because someone
who isn't gay or lesbian may not be able to
get a scholarship even if they do well and arc
doing as well as a gay individual," said Jackea
Scott, a sophomore music business major.
Kimberly Mcfarlane, a sophomore music
business major also agrees. "Even though ga}
people have probably gone through things
during high school, who's to say that heterosexuals haven't gone through hardships during the same amount of tin1e?" she said.
Leeds contends the scholarships are fair
because they take into account other factors
besides sexual orientation.
"Being gay is one part of who a person is,"
Leeds said. "We [all] have many aspects of our
personal, intellectual and spiritual selves ....
You can't judge people based on one part of
who they arc and they [gays and lesbians]
would like to be accepted."
Herbert Casey, a freshman communications major, is not opposed to scholarships
that take into account sexual orientation.
"But I agree with the scholarship because it
gives an opportunity to those of that lifestyle
and encourages them to succeed,"Casey said.

Speaking before the United
Nations on Tuesday, President
George W. Bush defended his
decision to invade Iraq and
encouraged the international
community to focus on terrorism
and humanitarianism around
the world.
"Both of our founding documents [the U.S. Declaration of
ln<lependenee and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights]
affirm that this bright line
between justice and injustice,
between right and wrong, is the
same in every age and every culture and every nation," Bush
said.
The President claimed, contrary to what the two documents
proclaim, terrorists believe and
act on the belief "that suicide
and torture and 1nurde· are fully
justified to serve any goal they
declare."
Bush said through America's
belief of "human dignity," the
nation has established an AIDS
global fund, fought human
being trafficking and lessened
the heaviest debts of developing
economies by pro•riding almost
$30 billion of relief since 1996.
"No other systen1 of govern1nent has done 111orc to protect
minorities, to secure the rights
of labor, to raise tlle status of
women or to channel human
energy to the pursuits of peace,"
Bush said.

As he defended his inva-

sion of Iraq, Bush .1ddressed
the differencts betweer. the
United States and members of
the U.N.'s security council over
his decision to remove Saddam
Hussein from power. He also
indicated the international community must not hesitate to deal
with other dictators.
"We know that dictators are
quick to choose aggression, while
free nations strive to resolve differences in peace,• he said
Bush also presented a list
of proposals, including one that
pushes for the U.N. to create a
democracy fund.
"The fund would also help
countries lay the founclations of
democracy by instituting the rule
of law and independent courts,
a free press, political parties
and trade unions," Bush said.
Everyone was not moved by the
President's addrc.."s before the
U.N , particub.rly 'tis defense of
his ad111inistrations Iraq policr.
Bush's democratic rival for
the presidency Sen. John Kerry
(D-~1ass) accused the President
of moving too quickly towards
war 111 attacking Saddam
Hussein. Kerry also said the
President had an inadequate
plan for post-war Iraq. He told
CNN, "Saddam Hussein was a
brutal dictator who deserves his
own special place in hell. But
that was not, in itself, a reason
to go to war. We have traded a
dictator for a chaos that has left
America less secure."

"""·cnn.ron1

President Bush defended his Iraq policy before the United
Nations earlier this week.
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The Prison Industrial Complex
A Civil Liberities Concern for ·the Black Community
drug laws, mandatory minin1ums, three that property tax dollars are
Asst. Nation and World Editor
and five strike laws, millions of African apart of voting expenses.
Americans arc being prosecuted and Meaning that, many minority
The Hilltop: What is the Prison imprisoned. A one-third of the Black communities are left with old
male population is behind bars, on voting machines, and inadIndustrial Complex (PIC)?
Congresswoman
Maxine parole, or probation. And over 40 per- equate voting materials, and
Waters: The PIC is the result of the cent of the prison population consists poorly trained voting aids. A
Jot of people do not even know
American prison system that has com- of Blacks.
bined crime and punishment with capiTH: Given the current rates of the locations of there voting
talism. The PIC is a firing engine for incarceratior., over i.4 million Black stations. Since voting inforprivate sector prisons and racist legis- men are currently disenfranchised mation is usually not mailing
lature. Select individuals are making in America. Within the next 10 years out in minority communities.
money!
statistics are predicting that 3 out of People of color must go out of
TH: Could you explain the ways in 10 Black men will be disenfranchised. there way to make sure that
which the PIC directly bolsters capital- Forty percent of Black males will per- they know proper voling promanently be disenfranchised. How v.rill tocol, they must overcompenism?
MW: The PIC uses sheer exploita- this affect the overall African-American sate to make sure that there
tion through prison labor by private community?
vote is counted. It is there
firms, and by private prisons. Over
MW: African-American's are los- right!
TH: Many people are
10 percent of prisons are privatized. ing civil liberties previously gained. If
Private industry businesses make over someone does not wake up, and realize aware of the disproportion$40 billion dollars annually from the this epidemic, our political plight could ate rates that Black men are
labor of prisoners.
become obsolete. Look at Florida's 2000 placed in prison. Are any
TH: How has the war against drugs voting dispute for instance. I know for other groups so drastically
a fact that over 40,000 votes were not affected, if so then why?
affected the PIC?
MW: Black women are
MW: The 'var against drugs is com- counted. And most of those votes were
'
pletely false. The government is making from communities of color. There were the most drastically effected Maxine Waters says 9-11 gave Bush the opportunity to get laws passed that othmoney and locking up people of color only a few hundred votes in dispute. But by the so-called "War Against erwise would not have been passed. Waters feels that many of his policies postat astronomical rates. Drug cartels more than 500,000 Floridians were left Drugs." Black women are the September 11 are eroding civil libertles.
are profiting and not being incarcer- disenfranchised.
fastest rising population of
ated. Only 11 percent of drug big-timers
TH: Considering the drama over prison inmates. Drugs have
American community improve the PIC. communit) needs to take accountabilare actually arrested and prosecuted. the 2000 Florida election. Why weren't a domino effect. Black women are sufMW: ·You can start by being cog- ity for their actions. They need to be
Instead poor minority communities are the votes recounted?
fering from mandatory minimums that nizant of the problem. By recognizing responsible for the images that they
targeted. Their men are sent off to prisMW: The state of Florida attempted facilitate years in prisons from small racially discrin1inating legislature the perpetuate to the world.
on, the women and children suffer, and to re-count the votes. But, the Supreme drug possessions. Like Kemba Smith, minority community can know what
TH: On 9/11 this country was devtheir economy suffers, and their civil Court over ruled and decided to keep the 23-year-old Hampton student who they are warring against. It is abso- astated by terrorism. How has ilie "War
liberties disintegrated.
the results. I am disappointed that in received a 24-year mandatory mini- lutely vital that your congressmen is Against Terrorism" affected the PIC?
TH: In what ways has the African America, a citizen can try to vote and it mum sentence. She was caught in pos- aware of your stance, and then hold
· MW: 9/11 has presented President
American community been affected by not be counted. This has been happen- session of drugs that belonged to her them accountable.
Bush with the opportunity to get poliing for years. African-American com- boyfriend. Although the government
the PIC?
TH: Hip-Hop often glamorizes cies passed. The issues are framed as
MW: Drugs, and the so-called munities have the hardest time getting admitted that she never sold, used, or quick money, drug money and flash} war, but many of the policies are just
"War Against Drugs" have devastated votes counted.
distributed ilie drug. At 23 years of age life styles. Do you think that this type of impeding on our civil liberties.
the African-American community. The
TH: \Vhy are minority communi- she sits in prison with no chance for music is responsible for the high incargovernment allowed crack and other ties having difficulties with getting their parole.
ceration rates of Black men?
deadly drugs to be transported into votes counted?
TH: In what ways can Howard
MW: I would not say that hip-hop
minority communities. And with stiff
MW: A lot of people don't know University, particularly the African- is primarily to blame. But the hip-hop
BY MAXINE MOFFET

'

Students Tired of Focus on
War Records by Candidates
BY ANYA L. ALEXANDER
Contributing Writer

In the first presidential
election since ilie attacks of
September 11, boili President
George W. Bush and his challenger, Sen. John Kerry (DMass.) have sought to prove
their toughness and assure
Americans of their capabilities
to protect the nation from terrorisn1. President Bush was
applauded by many supporters, and some detractors, for his
resolve following ilie attacks on
the World Trade Center and ilie
Pentagon. In his campaign for
re-election, President Bush has
proudly worn the title of "war
president" and makes it clear
in campaign speeches that he
thinks America is safer under
"'" •.mn.<"Om
his leadership. Not one to be Both Bush and Kerry have made great strides to stress their
upstaged, in campaign stops national security credentials.
around the country Sen. Kerry
often recounts his experiences "Swift Boat Veterans for Truth." paign and they are using their
as a swift boat captain dur- The group of Vietnam veter- war records to compensate for
ing the Vietnam War. He has ans accuse Kerry of distorting what iliey are not mentioning,"
indicated in speeches, includ- his military service in Vietnam said Byron Stewart, president of
ing his acceptance speech at the and of belraying all veterans the School of Communications
Democratic Convention ear- because of comments he made Student Council. •·1t is a way
lier this year, that his service in protest of the war when he for them to shed light on the
in Vietnam shows he can be a returned home as a young sol- positives instead of the negabrave and decisive leader in this dier. Republican analysts have tives." Political strategists say
stated that Kerry's service is this may definitely be the case
new age of terrorism.
Students on Howard's cam- open to scrutiny because he has for President Bush. Polls show
pus say neither of the candi- used his decorations as a soldier that most Americans favor Kerry
dates' war records matter much to attest to his abilities to make over Bush to handle domestic
to them, and think the media strong and decisive decisions in issues like the economy and
and candidates' campaigns are a time of war. Some Howard healthcare while favoring Bush
students say Kerry's approach over Kerry when it comes to
overplaying the whole issue.
"It is important to know and of trying to convince voters he national security and the war in
have some insight on ilie candi- can make better decisions in Iraq. By making the campaign
dates character, but it is not as times of war because of prior about terrorism and wat, Bush's
strong<ist arguments for re-elecimportant as their making it," military service is a mistake.
"I do not feel like, in order to tion, strategists say the attention
said Wunika Mukan, a junior
be an effective leader you need given to war and national secutelecommunications major.
Many political pundits have to have first hand knowledge of rity benefits the president. All
said the candidates are not to war," said Kinshasa Hillery, a the attention given to national
blame for all the focus on war junior african-american studies security has left some students
records. Given the fact that the major. "I think all you have to looking for answers on other
country is at war in Iraq, nation- do is look around, and you can issues facing society like affordable education and healthcare.
al security and which candidate see its ramifications."
Some students say all the
"The presidential candican protect the homeland best
has precedence over any other focus on issues surrounding the dates need to focus on what
issue in the minds of most vot- war may be a ploy to distract they can provide to the commuvoters from other aspects of nity," said April Vance, a senior
ers.
The issue of war records has the campaign where the can- broadcast journalism major.
also been put in the forefront didates may not be as strong. "They should be talking about
of the election by third par- "Both candidates are Jacking in the major issues that impact
ties, like the anti-Kerry group some categories of their cam- society."

Many Speculate If Bush
Made Right Choice to Allow
The Gun Ban to Expire
BY CHRIATINA M. WRIGHT
Hilltop Staff Writer

Advocates for the now expired ban on assault
weapons are in a state of fear, many of them wondering if Congress' failure to renew the ban on
semiautomatic weapons will lead lo an increase
in gun violence on cit} streets across America
Part of ilie 1994 Crime Control Act signed
by former President Bill Clinton, the ban strictly
prohibited the manufacturing, transferring, buying and selling of 19 specific guns as well as
large capacity ammunition holding more than 10
rounds and any semiautomatic weapons in which
the act defines as "assault weapons". An "assault
weapon," according to the bill, is any semiautomatic rifle, pistol, or shotgun that can accept a
detachable magazine and has two or more of the
characteristics listed: suppressor capabilit}, protruding pistol grip, bayonet mount, and folding
or telescoping stock. Advocates for the ban, as
well as many congressional leaders say it was a
mistake for the congress to allow lhe bans expiration.
''The Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution allows people to 'keep and bear'
firearms," Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee,
D-Tex. said. " The important question is where
we should draw the line... People should not be
allowed to have shoulder-fired rocket launchers,
they do not need a semi-automatic weapon that
can fire off 30 shots in a matter of seconds for
recreational hunting."
Earlier this year, the Senate approved a
renewal of ilie ban, but the House has not voted
on the proposal because the House leadership has
not allowed one.
"It is imperative that the House Republican
leadership schedule an immediate vote to renew
and strengilien the assault weapons ban so that
these deadly weapons are not allowed on our
streets again," Congresswoman Jackson-Lee said.
"These are not the weapons people use for hunting deer or wild game... These assault weapons
are designed to kill as many people as quickly as
possible."
Many citizens in and around Maryland
expressed similar sentiments. Less than two
years ago, two snipers randomly killed 10 people
in the surrounding area.
"The attack really hit home because my
brother's school was next on the snipers' hit
list... It caused a Jot of grief for my family," said
theatre arts major Br:ttany Williams. "Now that
U1e weapons are back on the market, it only
encourages copycats to go on ran1pages with legal
guns."
The website, www.awbansunset.com, and
other gun lobbyists defend the legality of owning

the weapons listed in the Act claiming it banned
guns that had no effect on the number of killings
from fire arms.
'"!'hcse firearms were categorized as 'assault
weapons' by certain identifying features, namely
cosmetic and ergonomic featurC's that present a
military-like appear.1nce, but have absolutdy no
effect on J, ·thality, ~ thl: site sa d ..Altl oug 1 tn • ban
has been an issue discussed and debated an1ongst
gun enthusiasts over the past decade, gun shop
owners say custon1ers haven't been rushing in to
bu~ weapons th'.lt were previous)) banned.
"Now that the ban has ended, people have
been cotning in asking for weapons they thought
were banned bul weren't," said Bill Printz of the
Poton1ac Trading Post and Antique in Kensington,
~td. ''That's the onh difference.~
Even though the ban has expired for the
nation, il does not affect gun restriction Jaws in
the Dtslricl.
"So many people fail to realize the stringent
restnctions within the District itself," Printz said.
D.C. law says it is unlawful to possess, acquire, or
transport any handguns into D.C. registered by
Febntar> 5, 19T '· In order to purchase a rifle or
s hotgun. one must first be approved and registered with the .Metropolitan Police. Representative
Mark Edward Souder (R-Ind.) inlroduced legislation J,1sl Scpte1nber that would remo\'e the current restrictions in D.C.

"'._ • .en n.rom

Congresswoman (D-TX) Shella Jackson-Lee
said that letting the ban expire was an error.
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Wacl1ovia Securities is always looking for extren1ely tale11ted and motivated jt1niors/seniors that have demonstrated
eadership abilities in various experiences. We are providing you with the opportunity to express your interest and talent to
he firm through an essay competition. The winner will be awarded with a Blackberry 6710. Submitting an essay could be
onsidered for job opportunities with Wachovia Securities.
nstructions
art A - Resume (one page).
art B - Essay - On a separate sheet of 8 l/2 x 11 paper, please type a one page double spaced essay. Please include your full
ame on the top of the page.

lease choose one of the following topics:
A. . What are the transferable skills gained from your program that you feel can be applied to investment banking?

B. Describe your achievements within the last three years that are good indicators of your potential to be a successful
investment banking analyst and why you view them as such.
·
end essays by October i, 2004 to:

1~ttention: Pauline Idogho
'r

qauii11e.i· logho{@\vachovia.to111
Andre Charoo
andrre.cl1ar-0o@wacl1ovia.co1n
......

WACHOVIA
SECURITl14~S

,
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African
American
Writers Speak
BY JENEA ROBINSON
Contributing Writer

The Anacostia Museu111 and
Center for African A1nerican
History and Culture is currently
showcasing an exhibit that highlights the works of nine African
American authors. The talented
nine are Walter Dean Myers,
Dolores Kendrick,
Charles
Johnson, Eloise Greenfield,
Samuel R. Delany, Edwidge
Danticat,
Kenneth
Carroll,
Octavia E. Butler and Viilerie
Boyd. Their styles range from
brilliantly written interpretations of the 1niddle passage, to
science fiction novels.
The Anacostia Museum
is located in the historical
Anacostia section of Southeast,
Washington D.C. John Kindard ,
the museum's first director, created the museun1 as a place that
would reflect the culture of the
individuals who resided in the
Anacostia area. The exhibit, ''All
the Stories Are True: African
American Writers Speak," takes
viewers through a journey of
arhvork, books, intervie\\s and
ther i11~ptn1ft n~ eccs that
are nH.'aningful to th uthors.
The first thin one notices
pon entering the exhibit are the
multicolored rooms tllat add a
ersonal touch to each authors'
piece.
Charles Johnson, is a no,·elist, short story \yriter and a carloonist. One ot bis most famous
pieces is thl' awarCl-winning
novel entitled ·· ~liddle Passage
whicl1 explore~ the African sl.1ve
trade. Other worl\S bv .l~linson
includo a children's ·show that
he co-produced for PBS, enti..i
tied " h'~ie s I" an a nove~
MFaith nd th c oc Ttu o: ~.
Another authc,>r whos "ork~
.sb.qwcased in the mu~cum ill
native 1:a~dge p
t
ved to thl' llnifd
ifih'(') •:

often

f sbuk'.te of he
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BY BRADLEY WETE
Contnbuling Writer

From head to toe, Howard University students are
arguably the most stylish scholars. It is not difficult to
find a trendy shirt or designer jeans, but the search
for special sneakers that will kick off the outfit can be
tricky.
Many search for stores and websites, pursuing the

The Lucky Dunks by Nike

hottest sneakers out, or in some cases, not available
to many. Sophomore advertising major Christopher
Hines has plenty of resources that help satisfy his shoe
appetite.
Hines, who is all about distinctiveness and creativity, knows of many websites tllat provide hard-to-find
sneakers.
"Instyleshoes.com has a lot of the super collectable,
super ( "pensh, items, such ::is fi ·st edition 'likl ·\i
Jore an~, .. Hines said. "Shoetrcnds.com 1s ilsc ano1 ht r
good website for sneaker seekers. It allows you to bu),

trade, and sell shoes to and from others. In addition The Maryland nati\'e onl) revealed that there are some
Hines, a California native, said that Fred Segal Feet in places in Virginia and Ocean City, Md. where he visits
frequently to bu} shoM that a.re new and unique. For
Los \ngeles, Calif. is a hot spot for hidden sneakers.
Hines also spoke of how some of the limited edi- Smith, the big money spent on exclusive sneakers is
tion sneakers are produced, saying that many shoe worth it.
con1panies are partnering up with entertainers and
"Sonic old Air Jordans or an exclusive pair of
asking them to co-design their shoes, creating an kart- dunks can cost up to $800. You might have to pay a
ist series.~ Brands like Nike, Reebok and New Balance couple of extra bucks, but it's worth il when you have a
take those special designs and make a s1nall quantity shoe that no one else has," he said.
for shoe fans around the world.
Hines added tllat it is not so important to have
An example of a hot pair of sneak- exclusive sneakers, as much it is to have a pair that is
ers currently in rotation is the Lucky a "head turner." "That is what all of us in thjs sneaker
Dunks made by Nike. Only n"' pairs culture we're in want."
were released this sun1n1er worldwide
New York, regarded as a fashion capital, provides
and they cost $350 - $400. The gold an endless supply of shoe stores. Niketown, located in
high-top sn<"!lkers are decorated with Manhattan, has an infinite of Nike shoes in various
a ~reen nun1ber se,·en in addition to cc;lor schemes. In Brookl}n, Tom, Dick. & Harn·'s supthe standard Nike swoosh.
plies exclusive sne;,ikers. In Queens, .Jamaica Avenue
Junior architecture major .Jame.<; has manv stores on its street with exceptional shoes
Harmon is more tight-lipped witl1 schemes.
where he gets his sneakers from, and
Locall}. shoes can be found at Shoe City and
declined to give the naine of any spe- Downto,vn Locker Room, which are located in Prince
cific store. Jlis sneaker mania began George's Plaza (PG Plaza), a stop on the Metro's green
when he worked at Footlocker, where line.
he would regularly pick out a pair or
two of special edition sneakers for
hin1self.
"Now, it's special when you
1111111
1
""" ~•h·dlm••- •n.
can get shoes that no one else
can get, .. Harmon said. '·I'm trying to get what you don t ba\'e. ·
The Maryland native continued saying that it is a
ven big deal to have shoes t11at no one else has.
"\\"hen you walk around campus. you are going to
see another person with a regular pair of Jordans
on. but if you have a pair of Nike Dunks that were
lin1ited to a 1000 people in the world, the field
narrows so nn1ch more."
Sophmuore architecture najor Mike Smilh
has O\'<:.r 1·1 > sneakers that h can ,·ca at an}
tinH B, also turned down the opportunll} to , II
·"-C" ,,
l.kl..\.<om
his dassn1c1tcs where he gets his exclusive shoes. Many Students shop for exclusive sneakers onllne
instead of in stores.
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<Dressed to Impress

BY MAIYA NORTON

I dress because we're getting older.

Contributing Writer

ters

You can't just w<.>ar jeans and baby
tees, you gotta dress it up a little.
You have those classic girls, but
there arc some extra girls stepping
Sometin1e last year, the infait up this year. Il's interesting to see
n1ous .Jigga said the lines, "I don't
the selections of outfits this year,"
wear jerseys. I'm 30 plus. Give n1e
Shaw said.
a fresh pair of jeans and a butBrian Kasiro, a senior polititon ·up S. Dots on my feet make
cal science major, cam<.> down the
m) cipher complete," as he shifthall wearing a bright button-up, a
ed from Rocawear hoodies to
blazer and a black pair of Chuck
nice dress shirts and a crisp pair
Taylors. He credits his professional
of jeans. Simultaneously, Kanye
attire to an increase in time spent at
West emerged in the spotlight as
work. "I see it as a part of growing
the "Louis Vuitton Don," parading
up and growing up means having
around in his neon Polo sweaters
to work. I got a gig at a law firm
and carefully 1natched blazers.
so on ID} way to work I don't have
Suddenly, white tees and sneaktime lo go home. By the time I get
ers didn't constitute getting your
to work rm already read}. On days
grown man on vi th the san1e magniI don't have work you n1ight see me
tude as cufflinks and hnen. Women
in these Chucks but you probably
witnessed the female celebrities
won't sec this dress shirt. I think
stepping up their shoe game, tightyour wardrobe begins to mature
ening up their hair, and shedding a
as you begin to mature." Kasiro
few extra pounds. Competition at
\l.-)11 Ctlllittm• \tnlor t•hoto 1-'dlior
admitted that a dressed up young
the Mecca began to get hectic.
Many Howard Students are choosing more conservative looks this Fall.
lady presents herself as classy and
Everywhere you look, someone
mature.
is dressing up, making the campus
quent
dressing
up
as
a
temporary
fad
Everything you see on TV, people try to
Vanessa Fredell, a sophotransition into a 1nore mature fashion
that
will
soon
disappear
along
with
jean
emulate.
The
women
look
soplusticated
more biology major dressed in a skirt
capital. Sweats and comfortable clothes
outfits,
velours,
throwbacks
and
even•
though.
I
lo\'e
to
see
them
dress
up,"
said
and pumps, doesn't skip a beat when
are falling by the wayside as closets are
other trend.
· Ashford Thomas, a junior acting major.
it comes to dressing up. "1'1n in college
being revamped. Some people arc doing
"I
think
it's
sad
that
grown
n1en
have
Howard
has
those
die-hard
fashion
now. I am going on 20-ycars-old, and
it to the mllcst and others arc slow!}
to
look
at
other
people
to
kno\<i
how
to
l'Or.is
that
dedicate
hours
every
morning
I want to look the part. I wear heels
embracing it. When you scan the crowds
dress
up.
I
like
the
look
though,"
said
to getting it just right, just for them- and nice shirts all of the time because I
at major events, you can't help but be
bombarded with button ups, filled hats, Michael Arceneaux, a junior broadcast selves. Brittney Shaw was dressed in a take pride in my appearance. I get my
pink blazer, boot cut jeans and flats. nails and hair done all the time too. It's
stilettos, tight jeans, and blazers. r.1any major, wearing sweats and a white tee.
"I think dressing up is really a fad. The junior biology major said, ··1 dress about car11ing yourself like a woman."
students at Howard have decided to
"change clothes and go." Is it a fad or Button-do\vns are just for trying to up, but I just do it for myself. I think it Fredell says she gravitates toward men
does it reflect n maturing student body? impress the opposite sex, just like the may be a fad this year because it's extra who dress up because they appeal to her
Many Howard students see the fre- guys who walk around in wife beaters. strong. I even started to change the way more than those in sweats.
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Who's Cheating Whom?
BY JEANIE FOUGERE
Contributing Writer

•

You may have seen her walking across the Yard
sporting a wide array of bright colors. l\.1aybe it was
the colors that caught your attention or maybe it
was what she was wearing. Whatever the case may
be at son1e point in tin1e you probably noticed that
' senior, English major that had a very unique
.
this
style. Kristen Myers is an epitome of class and
style.
.
Kristen n1odestly describes her style as simplistic, but anyone who even glances in her dire~
tion would more than likely disagree. Her style 1s
bright, creati\'e, classy, and cute.
Kristen says she gets her inspiration from other
people who have unique styles. "This makes me feel
more at ease about wearing something different,~
savs Kristen.
· "'hen asked about her fashion must-haves,
Kristen admits that she can't live without her lipgloss ar .l a pair of comfortable jeans that fit her
well.

Your mate cheats on you,
so you cheat on your mate and
there begins the vicious cycle
of dishonesty and hurt. Here at
Howard University, cheating is
not just something that occurs
during midterms and finals, but
year round. Is getting revenge
so important that you will deal
with the lies, the cheating and
the heartbreak?
"Most of the time you take it
like ari adult," said Gastar David
Stinsil, a sophomore political
science and economics major.
As the popular cliche states "you
get what you deserve." However,
many find it difficult to say if
someone deserves to be hurtjust
because they have hurt someone
else.
When it comes to hearing
that they have been cheated on,
students have different responses. "I would start cursing. Then,
after I cleared my mind, I would
start asking questions," snid
Michai-Ann Newman, a freshman biology major.
Ashley Shambley, a sophomore legal communications
major, said she would take a
different approach. "I would try
to see what the problem was.
Have there been problems prior
to this or is this something that
came out of the blue?"
Dion Earl, a sophomore
international business major,
offered a more experienced
view. "I was pissed and wanted revenge but just acted like I
didn't care and did not say anything when she told me...
Though many students are
familiar with the saying, "what
goes around comes around,"
does this common saying also
apply to cheating?
"What goes around comes
around may be true, but it
doesn't have to be me to fulfill that prophecy,·· said junior
broadcast journalism major
Alan Causey. Though, this
seems to be the opinion of many
Howard students, Niama Sandy,
a sophomore public relations

major, chose to repeat a popular phrase: " 1\vo wrongs don't
make a right."
It seems that the Howard
population cheats for different
reasons. Son1e cheat to cure
their borcdon1, others just give
in to temptation, while still
others are simply dissatisfied
with their relationships. J essica
Foster, a sopho1nore finance
major said, "I cheated on my
boyfriend because I was lonely
and was still in love with' my exboyfriend."
Although most would agree
that cheating is the same for
both sexes, son1e Howard students say that there is a difference in the way the genders look
at cheating.
"Cheating is different for
dudes than it is for girls. Dudes
usually do it for one reason and
it's not that serious. Girls have
many more reasons and it's
much mote serious," Earl said.
Whatever the reasons are
for cheating, the question still
remains: Is there a relationship
after cheating? For Stinsil, the
answer is no. He says, "The trust
goes out the window."
Earl agreed, stating, "There's
not a possibility for reconciliation. For you to reconcile that
would mean that the person did
not mean that much to you."
Others feel there is still a
shred of hope for a relationship
that has survived the rain after
the storm. Sydney Gray, a sophomore communications major
said, " It depends on how much
I love him and believe that he's
som·. "
Nevertheless, there are
still 'various opinions about the
negatives of cheating circulating
around campus. Newman said,
"When you cheat, you don't
enjoy yourself because someone
might catch you and you have a
guilty conscience."
Many students agree that
when your mate has cheated
on you, you should think twice
before you cheat back because
two wrongs do not make a right
and what goes around comes
around and it just might come
your way next.
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Want to Write a Story?
Come <To <Tlie <Budgets 9vteetings
P,very <Tuesday at 7:00p.m.
in tfie
Jfoward West P{aza <Towers.

I SING OF SHINE
And, yeah brothers
while white America sings
about the unsinkable molly
brown
(who was hustling the
titanic
when it went down)
I sing to thee of Shine
the stoker iuho was hip
enough to flee the ship
and let the white folks
drown
with screams on their lips.
(jumped his black butt into
the dark sea, Shine did,
broke free from the straining steel).
Yeah, I sing to thee of Shine
and how the 1nillionaire
banker stood on the deck
and pulled from his pockets
a million dollar check
saying Shine Shine save
poor me
and I'll give you all the
money a black boy needs/tow Shine looked at the
money and then at the sea
and said jump in water and
swim like n1eand Shine swain on-Shine
swam onand how the banker's

daughter ran naked on the
deck
with her pink breasts trembling and her pants roun
her neck
screaming Shine Shine save
poor me
and I'll give you all the
lovin' a black boy needs/tow Shine said now lovin' is
good and that's no jive
but you got to swi111 not
make love to stay alive
And Shine swam on Shine
Swam onHow Shine swam past a
preacher a.floating on a
board
crying save me Shine in the
name of the Lordand how the preacher
grabbed Shine's arm and
broke his strokehow Shine pulled his shank
and cut the preacher's
throatAnd Shine swam on-Shine
swan1 onAnd when news hit shore
that the titanic had sunk
Shine was up in Harlem
damn near drunkWritten by Etheridge Knight
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What's On: The Fall 2004 TV Season
OLD FACES AND A FEW NEW ONES
New Shows:
Kevin Hill- Also on UPN is Taye Diggs in Kevin Hill. In
this drama, Diggs plays a hotshot attorney who is soon
forced into fatherhood. This drama explores the life of a
successful black man faced with life's challenges.
Lackawanna Blues- Halle Berry produces Lackawanna
Blues on HBO, \vhich looks into the lives of African
An1ericans in the period before desegregation. The allstar cast features Macy Gray, Carmen Ejogo, Terrence
Howard, Louis Gossett Jr., and several others.
YI ~Y1·.upn.eon1

Second Ti1ne Around- This new UPN sitcom features Eyes- Airing on ABC, this show features Garcelle
real life couple Nicole Parker and Boris Kodjoe. On the show,
they play a divorced couple that decides to give romance one Beauvais-Nilon and Rick Worthy. In this drama
more try. Helping them keep it together are Jackson's broth- Beauvais-Nilon and Worthy star as private eyes who
er Nigel and his snobbish fiancee' Paula. Those who loved the will do \vhatever it takes to make their clients' problems
MSoul Food" couple will definitely love this comedy.
disappear.

\\~W.f\·gulde.com

Listen Up-Airing on CBS, Malcolm Jamal-Warner stars as a
former football player who turns into a sports show host.

LAX-This new drama airing on NBC, stars actor Blair
Underwood. In this drama, Underwood runs a terminal
in turbulent times. This drama is named after the Los
Angeles International Airport.

House- Starring Omar Epps, this new drama airs on Fox.
Epps along \vith other doctors attempt to stave off a mad
scientist in this ne\v one-hour show.
Actor Morgan Freeman and promises to tell the "full
story" of American slavery narrate the Making of
An1erica- This show.
'' "'"·l' ~uldt'.('001

Check your local television guide for show times

Returning Shows:
My Wife and Kids(ABC), NYPD Blue(ABC),
Girifriends(UPN), All of Us(UPN), Law and Order:
SVU(NBC), The Bernie Mac Show (FOX), Malcolm in the
Middle(FOX), Judging Amy(CBS), and Steve Harvey's
Big Time(WB)

Want to inspire, uplift, or
simply speak?
Submit your poems to the Life & Style
Editor
missericakane l@yahoo.com.

THEHILLTOPONLINE .COM

Every Tuesday and Friday The Hilltop
Premiers anew issue.
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Bison Football Goes for the Jugular Against Savannah State
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

r

SEPTEMBER 24, 2004

Against the backdrop of a surprising win over
the Alcorn State Braves last weekend, the Howard
University Bison will attempt to even their record
in their first home game of the season, when they
take on the Savannah State Tigers this Saturday al
Greene Stadiun1. The Tigers, who are con1ing off
a gut-wrenching loss to the South Carolina State
Bulldogs. are also 1-2 this season.
According to Head Coach Ray Petty, the Bison
will stick to the same game plan that brought
then1 success against Savannah State last year
when then freshman Antoine Rutherford rushed
for a stunning 206 yards. Subsequently, the Bison
overwhelmed the Tigers 48-3 and claimed their

\U Pro Pho10

Antoine Rutherford rushed for 206 yards
against Savannah State last season.

first victory of the 2003 season. "We're going to
stick to the game plan. We have three or four good
running backs that we can give the ball to. We will
pass [the ball) according to the irnpact that the
running game has."
Offensively, the Bison have struggled thus
far. The passing game has dwindled and in last
week's win, starting quarterback Marcos l\1oreno
failed lop complete a single pass going o for 7 with
two interceptions. In Moreno's defense, Howard
receivers dropped two passes. At the same time,
the last two weeks have seen Moreno's inability to utilize the expertise of freshman receivers
Jarahn Williams and Larry Duncan. Consequently,
Howard's arsenal bas been limited mostly to the
running game and senior Roland "Jay" Colbert.
Colbert has gained 216 yards in the season's fu·st
three games and will be eyeing an opportunity
to grab his first ioo-yard game of the season on
Saturday.
·
Both the passing attack and running game
should have opportunities to create some plays
this weekend. For Petty, the pass protection has
been solid as an offensive line full of returning
players is grasping the scheme and should create some holes against the Tigers who gave up
55 points just a week ago. "The entire offensive
line bas returned and these guys are showing tl1at
experience," Petty said.
On the other side of the ball, the Bison defense
has been suffocating. "Any time you hold a team
to ten points and less than 250 yards of offense
you've done a pretty good job," Petty said.
To begin the season, the Bison defense has
been stacked against three of the top five black
college football teams in the nation according to
the Sheridan Broadcasting Network (SBN) Black
College poll. Therefore, the prospect of facing
Savannah State this weekend must be appetizing. Senior defensive backs Antoine Bethea and
Ronald Bartell Jr. have thus far been standouts

Ron·a id Bartell, Jr.: What
Dreams May Come
Bartell gives a lot of credit
to defensive back coach, Ron
Bolton.
"When I first got here, I was
For senior Ronald Bartell never lazy. But, sometimes, if I
Jr., cornerback for the Howard wasn't getting any challenges, I
University Bison Football Tea.in, wouldn't compete like I'n1 suphis success has ensured his posed to," Bartell confessed.
place as one of the best defen- "He's taught me how to comsive players in the Mid-Eastern pete, even when I feel like I'm
Athletic Conference. His plays the best and I know I can get by
on the field have caught the on other things. He's taught me
eye of many National Football to stay focused on my technique
League scouts, and although it and always compete to be the
is early in the season, big things best."
are being expected from the
Before
transferring
to
administration of justice major. Howard University, Ronald
The Detroit native attributes Bartell. Jr. was a student at
his current level of pla), and Central l\tichigan. He spent two
the fact that he is considered and a half years in his home
one of the top MEAC prospects, state before making the n1ove to
to hard work and the coaching the Bison. His reason for transstaff at Howard.
ferring to the Mecca was the fact
"It's a good accomplishment. that he needed a change of scenI am proud of it. But it does not ery. Bartell also admits that be
mean anything until the end of was not happy with his focus
the year," Bartell said.
while at Central Michigan.
Ilis teammate, defensive
According to Bartell, his best
tackle Law1ence Joseph. has friend Darryl Nunn, a former
great praise for what Bartell bas 1Ioward Bison wide receiver and
accomplished thus far.
l\.lichigan native, was also influ"Ron is a very good athlete ential in his decision to come to
and very good player," said the Howard. While visiting Howard
senior, who is also an admin- on a couple of occasions, Bartell
istration of justice major. "He enjoyed the campus and was
comes to pla} and gives his all sold on his prospects at his new
on the field. Ile works hard at
what he does."
See BARTELL, Sports 85
BY JONATHAN DAVIS
Contributing Writer

\U Pru Ph< •IO

Ron Bartell Jr, Jarret Burgess and Antoine Bethea are part of a swarming Howard defense.
Howard only allowed 3 points to Savannah State University last year.

for the Bison. In particular, Bethea, who bas been
a perennial playmaker at the safety position, has
had two interceptions this year and continues to
complen1ent cornerback Bartell.
The biggest upgrade thus far for the Bison has
been on special teams. Freshman kicker Justin
Brantley went 3 for 3 last week against Alcorn and
secured the victory. However, according to Petty,
"Without those punts that pinned them back in
their own half, Justin [Brantley] wouldn't have

Bubbalicious: Chewing up Motor
Sports and Spitting 'Em Out
BY KONAHE JERNIGAN

and the 2001 AMA Horizon award.
According to ESPN's interview with
James Stewart Jr. and his family, James
Jr. rode his first 1notorcycle when he was
nvo-days-old and has been riding since.
Stewart has been noted for his \;gorous
riding abilities and surprises n1any of bis
opponents with his ability to 1nanipulate

basically play everything else, why not race
as well."
As the first noteworthy AfricanAmerican to compete in motor sports,
Jan1es 'Bubba" Stewart Jr. is dominat·
Stewart's succ.<·ss is important. Students
ing the motor sports of supercross and
feel that be will have the same effect on
motocross, but remains an unknown to
motor sports that Tiger Woods had on golf
most Howard students and the Africanand the Williams sisters on tennis. Junior
American community. Most Howard stucommunications
dents may not
major, Leonard
know
James
Stanley said, ult is
'Bubba' Stewart,
always an achievcbut they should.
n1ent when an
He is excelling
Africnn-Alnerican
at what son1e
can break throu~h
people
would
and bl: the first
have
never
to open the door
thought possible
for other African
and some may
\mericans. K
have not wanted
Stanley
added,
to become possible.
"As Stewart continues to win,
The 18-yearmotor sports may
old motor sports
appeal to the
phenon1 has left
African-American
his tire marks on
history's pages.
de1nog1,lphic."
Other
stuThe
Haines
City, Fla. native
dents agreed that
is currently the
Stewart's involveonly
Africanment would invite
American in his
1nore
Africansport. His sucAn1ericans
to
cess has turned At just 18 years old, Bubba Stewart is well on his way to superstardom and is only
watch and maybe
heads and won the first African American to race professionally In motocross. Stewart started his Pro
even participate
over fans since career with Team Green and Kawasaki. Stewart has been racing Kawasakis since he
in motor sports.
he was a young was an amateur.
Freshman interboy.
national
busiSince turnness 111ajor, Kevin
ing pro in 2002 Jan1es Stewilrt, a.k.a his 2oolb bike. Stewart is a part of Team Henn said, I think \frican- \mericans
''Bubba.. (short for Bubbalicious) has Chevy Trucks/Kawasaki.
will be open to him and show hitn supMost Howard students are not aware port. I think they will show more interest
won both the East and West .Alnerican
Motorcyclist Association {AMA) THQ 125 cc of the noise James Stewart is making in the in the sport now that there is an Af.ricanSupercross Series titles, joining the few who motor sports arena, or what motor sports American present."
have accomplished such a challenge. On are for that matter, but they do however
Some students feel slightly differSept. 12, Stewart captured his second AMA feel that Stewart is a trailblazer. Freshman ent when it con1es to Stewart's pioneering
125cc Chevrolet Motocross Championship biology major, Contessa Perry did not know efforts. Senior marketing major, Ahmad
and became the all-time wins leader in the who James Stewart was before being inter- Berl) said, "I don't think as a whole Africanevent. Prior to his pro career Stewart won vie,.,·ed hut said, "I'm all for biln. we need
a record 11 Al\l'\ amateur championships n1ore African-.-\nu·ricans in that sport. \Vt
See MOTO, Sports 85
Hilltop Staff Writer

Brantley Named MEAC
Rookie of the Week
BYED HILL
Specialist ro The Hiiitop

\II l'ro Pho10

Howard standout Ron Bartell Jr. breaks up a pass against
Alcorn State University last weekend. He broke up 4 Alcorn
passes on a day when he was being evaluated by NFL scouts.

had those chances... Punter Norm Droar had an
outstanding. day for the Bison against Alcorn State
and will be hoping lo build upon this momentum
as the freshman continues his first season of collegiate play.
As Petty states, "The kicking and punting game
this year has just added another dimension to our
game. Now we always feel like we have a chance to
score instead of going for it on fourth down."

st
anti h b 1 1 • th l'vf1d- st n th
Conti l'encQ 'R00kte of th 'W ek for his p rfoflnancc n Howard
Umv rsity's 7-10 \\ l
r Al on1 Stat1: Uni\ crsity tlus p 1st
Saturday. Brantlc), a "-I 0, 170 pound red-,,lun frc hn1an from
Dt'troit, Mr. kickt..>d field goals of 40, 39 .md 33 v,tr<ls to hdp p11:v1ou winless Bison (I 21 to th ·1r first wm .>fthe :;1:ason. Brantley
wo a perfect 3-for-~ on the hrst ttcmpts ot us c 1: r Brnntl
currently kads the team 10 sconng
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Men's and Women's Soccer
•
Face Busy Weekend
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY

experience of rnidfielders Snkira Cook and
Sports Editor
Michelle Williston, along with goalkeeper
Lindsey Walton. Williston, a junior from
Windsor, Conn., has scored the tean1s' lone
When the Howard University women's goal on the year, which came late against
soccer team travels Lo Stony Brook, N.Y. this Georgetown University.
weekend, they will be looking to improve
La Salle, who defeaton a lackluster
ed Drexel University last
0-3 record. The
week, has posted consecuteam will be partive shutouts behind senior
ticipating in the
goalie, Kerry Schan1berger.
2004 Holiday
They are undefeated, 'Vith
Inn Invitational
a 3-0-1 record. Fairfield
and will face
University, on the other
Fairfield and La
hand, is struggling with a
Salle University
1-5 record, but has come
on Friday and
up against stiff opposiSunday, respection thus far with Boston
tively.
University, N.C. State
The
Lady
and Vermont. Fairfield's
Bison,
who
defense has allowed a stunhave dropped
ning 20 goals throughout
matches
to
the season, while just scorGeorgetown
ing four.
University,
For the men, today's
N.C.
State
game against the Virginia
University and
Military Institute reprethe University
sents an oppo1tunity to
of
Maryland
turn around the Learns' 1at
Baltimore
4-1 record. The game has
County (UMBC),
been rescheduled for 7
have scored just
p.m. at Greene Stadium.
one goal for the
Last weekend, the men
2004 season, but
,\)].r... P1>o10< took part in the 2004
have allowed 12. Senior midfielder Khamilah Bywaters University of Central
'fhe team's latest will be hoping that t he Lady Bison
Florida Tournament, in
defeat came on can turn the season around at St ony Orlando, and could only
Sept. io, when Brook this weekend.
muster a draw and a
they dropped a
loss in the two matches.
defensive battle
A solid 1-1 draw on last
1-0 to UMBC. Jn that gainc:. the Lady Bison Friday, against hosts U.C.F., sparked hope
gave up the game-deciding goal with just for a successful 'veekend, but a resoundfive minutes left on the clock.
ing four goals in the second half against
The Lady Bison will be drawing on the Stetson University meant that the Bison

went reeling to a 4-1 loss. Michael Okoh
and Jonnie Bess were the two goal scorers
for the Bison.
VMI is 3-2 on the season, but dropped
their latest match, 2-0, to James Madison
University last week. Senior strikers Austin
Williams and Rory Page, who are threats
inside the box on offense, power the
Keydets. In particular, Williams has been
the danger man, as he even had a two-goal
day against Manhattan University earlier
in the month.

Women's Volleyball Attempts
to Defend the 'Real' HU
ers, like the 6':! 1niddlc hitter
Kolin Hoskins, the Lady Bison
have already proven to be a
Some may ask the rhetori..al ' formidable unit. Along with
question: Who is the Real HU? competent new recruit Morgan
According to Howard students Maxwell, the Bison are hoping
and faculty, Howard University to run over the competition,
is the real IIU. For the foot- especially the Pirates tonight.
ball Lenin, the Howard versus Coach Spencer is adamant as
Hampton n1atch-up has been well. When asked if the Lady
aptly referred to as the "Howard Bison feel pressure to win this
Massacre," but the charisma and particular game as opposed to
defiance displayed by Howard others during the season, she
students is awe-inspiring. This responded with an undoubted,
spirit will be on hand once again '·No. There is no need to prove
when the Ha1npton Pirates visit anything, we know who the real
the I Ioward Lady Bison volley- HU is. 011r focus is on a win."
ball team today at 6 p.m. at Burr
A year ago, the women's \OlGymnasium.
leyball squad had a fair season
Hampton, who are 2-11 in with physically powerful aththe season, have lost their lone letes like Hoskins and second
Mid-EasternAthleticConference team MEAC all conference-playmatch when they went down 3- er Krista Omedae. The season
0 to the University of Maryland, ended with an 8-17 record and a
Eastern Shore. At the same time, MEAC conference finish of 5-8.
the Pirates' team is a yoHng one This year, the team will be lookwith just two seniors.
ing to improve.
The
game, which is
Even though this constant
Howard's second Mid-Eastern battle of determining who the
Athletic Conference match-up of covenant title of the real IIU
the season, will be sure to solidi- belongs to is paramount for the
fy bragging rights for either side players, Spencer's outlook on the
over the next 12 months. Unlike situation is apparent: the Lady
Hampton, the Lady Bison are 1- Bison want to win. However, it
0 in MEAC play as they defeated seems impossible for any athlete
Coppin State University earlier not to hold a little trepidation
this ·Season. After the Hampton or nerves before any game, parfootball game in Virginia two ticularly a rivalry. Thus, Spencer
weeks ago, the Lady Bison confides that the team is mindwants to correct some wrongs. ful of Hampton returning player
The correction, no doubt, lies in Aaron Hayes, who is a powerthe "spikes" of the Lady Bison ful middle hitter. Regardless,
and the direction of team coach Spencer said, ~1 still believe
Linda Spencer.
Kolin ·.vill be the dominator in
\\."ith agile returning play- this position.··
BY ESTHER HOWARD

Contributing Writer

V.M.l's Aus tin Williams had a ca reer

day agains t Manhattan earlier this year
when he s lammed home two goals.

A.S.A Hosts FIFA Tournament
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

The African Students Association (ASA) hosted
its first F.l.F.A. 2004 tournament on Friday, Sept.
10, in the recreation room of the Howard University •
Blackburn Center. F.l.F.A. 2004, which is EA Games'
latest installment of the Federation of International
Football Association's licensed soccer game for the
Playstation 2 system, features soccer's best players and most influential clubs and nations. It is the
highest selling video game after EA Games' Madden
series.
The tournament, which featured 16 individuals
clustered together in four groups, was part of the
recreation room's usually busy Friday evening, and
was keenly contested for over three hours.
According to ASA President Kevin JohnsonAzuara, it was the Association's idea to be as realistic
as possible and utilize a scoring system that reflected
a real World Cup.
"It was our idea to follow a fonnat similar to a real World Cup. After the group
stage, the best two players from each
group advanced to the quarterfinal
stage," Johnson-Azuara said.
The tournament was the first
1blu'4t \tubn· \S_\ Pho1°"r1phtr
in a series of efforts by the A.S.A.
Participants turned o ut in large numto extend its reach beyond its
bers wearing the ir favorite team jernormal borders. The Association
seys.
boasts a substantial active membership, and hosting such social
events is a major part of the
lighted the fact that the tournament was a
club's agenda. Johnson-Azuara
truly international affair.
was excited about the competition
The CSA president also noted that both
and gave students a chance to meet
the ASA, and his association will be working
and mingle with one another.
together on similar events throughout the year.
"The recreation room is perfect on
"It is the first of n1any for us," Dickinson assured.
a Friday night. Everyone had a great time
"We will be doing a few collaborative efforts this year."
and the competition was intense."
F.I.F.A. 2004's popularity is huge on Howard's camAs a fund-raising effort for the association and
pus, and 1nany avid players compete head-to-head throughout
its members, each participant had to pay a tournament entrance the year in loose competition. As an actual event, Johnson-Azuara
fee of $io. The winner won a Panasonic DVD player. The tourna- assured that the tournament would not be the last.
ment was so seriously contested that by the last few matches, a
"We already have another tournament in the works, and we
large crowd had gathered and cheered on favorite players and are planning for an even bigger turn out next time," J ohnsonfriends.
Azuara assured. The next tournament is penned in to take place in
According to Caribbean Student Association President, Derek early October. Interested paiticipants can sign up by contacting
Dickinson of Tobago, "It was a great opportl1nity for everyone to the association. For Azuara, the opportunity for more competition
get together." Dickinson was also a participant in the event, but is relished. "We have to do it again," he said. "A lot of guys still
was knocked out in the quarterfinal stage. His participation high- want revenge."

f

James ''Bubba'' Stewart: Racing Towards Greatness
MOTO, from Sports 84

Americans are interested in
motor sports because there isn't
a vast amount of us who compete in the sport. If Stewart
continues to win and gains
more popularity then AfricanAmericans may become more
interested in .t he 1notor sports.
Ultimately I feel motor sports
is like hockey, we know that
there are some Black players,

but not enough to generate a
massive fan base."
Students do however feel
that Stewart would be more
well-known and other motor
sporting events would be popular an1ong African-Americans if
NASCAR, AMA and other entities would market such events
to the African-American co1nmunity. Junior physician assistant major, Kin1isha Bro\Vl1
said, "I think motor sports
aren't popular among African-

Americans because many of us
aren't aware of them."
Some Howard students
may not be aware of \vho James
Stewart is or agree on how he
will affect the African-American
community, but nonetheless with the potential he has
and the greatness he's already
sho·•..,n, soon J ames 'Bubba'
Stewart will be a household
name regardless if students are
n1otor sport fans or not.

•
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Like Sophomore Taylor Mason, Hampto n's Chavanca Hoskins
has also assumed a leadership role for the Pirates. In the
team's latest match, the Pirates were outdone 3-0 by The
Citadel.

Bartell Looks to Future
BARTELL, from Sports B4

university.
According to Bolten, when
Ronald first came to Howard,
he had the speed, quickness
and aggressiveness to be a great
defensive back. However, he
lacked the technique to be a
great cornerback. Thus, Bartell
went to work and began placing
a larger cn1phasis on practice.
"Since then, [Bartell] has
transformed that aggressiveness
into being a technically sound
football player," Bolten said.
Now, closer to the complete
package then he has ever been,
it is his speed, athleticism and
intelligence that have pushed
him further. He sees his intelligence as the main key to improving.
"I do a lot of film study.
I'm always in the football office
and I think it gives me an edge
over most players, because
I know what to expect before
the play goes on," he assured.
For Antoine Bethea, Howard's
dyna1nic safety, it is a joy to play
with son1eone in Lhe secondary

that knows where he is supposed
to be at all Limes.
"I really don't worl)' about
hin1 making any mistakes. I can
just worry about doing n1y job,"
Bethea said.
Bartell hopes that his hard
work and play will convince an
NFL tean1 lo draft him in this
year's draft. If he is not drafted,
he can follow in the footsteps
of former Howard pla}l'rs Tracy
\.vhite and J\.1arques Ogden, who
both made it into the NFL via
free agency. At the san1e time,
Bartell is still working on his
backup plan as he hopes to
pursue a degree in business, go
to graduate school and get his
MBA.
With exciting prospects
looming in the future, Bartell is
relishing his last year at Howard.
However, for Howard's most
feared cornerback, the aim is
still restoring Bison football and
further enhancing the legacy of
the sport at the Mecca. "I want
to leave this program in a better
state than it was when l came. I
want to say that we left as cha1npions."
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Black Actresses Slowly
Showing Up in Music Videos
Has anyone noticed the
familiar black actresses such as
Megan Goode, Keisha KnightPulliam, Malinda Williams and
Vivica A. Fox popping up in
music videos left and right? In
most cases, they have slipped
into the cut for some time and
the video is their debut back
into the limelight. We haven't
seen Keisha since the
Rudy days! Not every
actress is dating one
of the rappers, so
we wonder why the
trend is so evident
in videos such as "21
Questions,"
"One
Call Away," and
the recent "Shorty
Wanna Ride," showcasing our talented
sisters sprawled out
in lingerie.
r..tany of the videos are pretty tasteful but we have visions of
our actresses on the big screen,
embracing Hollywood. Must
their recognition come from
being in videos these days?
We know it's hard enough for
African-American women in
the film industry, but we didn't
see Vivica A. Fox prancing
around in booty shorts at the

MTV Awards as using her fullest potential. Why aren't our
women getting more roles?
We've seen the same
actresses recycled over and over
again in Black films ever since
we were blessed with Soul Food.
We adore the talented women
such as Gabrielle Union, Sanaa
Lathan, and Nia Long, so we

due. Often, the Black community frowns upon roles where
African-American women participate in sexual scenes like
Monster's Ball, for example.
Interestingly enough, that was
the film in which Halle got the
most praise. We are wondering
what options are out there for
Black actresses.
We
definitely
aren't passing judgment on any of the
actresses for the roles
they select. We are
simply frowning upon
the discrimination and
limitations that must
still exist in Hollywood.
We want more Black
women to get recognition for their acting
capabilities instead of
watching them on 106 and Park
every now and then, or seeing
them do the chicken head in
someone's video. Though music
videos or Sprite commercials
may be fun, pay the bills temporarily, serve as a quick comeback mechanism, or be done as
favors, we want them to be one
of countless options for AfricanAmerican actresses. Sky's the
limit sisters; keep reaching!

Our View:
Put the Black queens across
the big screens

want to see them in the films
that are topping the box office
charts, earning well-deserved
Oscars. We can almost always
predict the storylines of recent
black movies and we are tired
of reducing our entertainment
to movies like Soul Plane. We
just recently celebrated Halle
Berry and Denzel Washington's
Oscars and look how long it
took for them to get the respect

Harvard University's budget isn't that vast.
endowment grew to $22.6 bilWe truly applaud Harvard
lion during the 2004 fiscal for functioning as a business
year, resulting in a 21.1 per- and a stellar university. The
cent return, according to The amount of money they have
Chronicle of Higher Education. available definitely allows them
The rate of return is up nearly to make improvements and
15 percent from the 2003 fis- lessen the financial burden
cal year, when the university's the students must bear. As we
endovvrnent totaled $19.3 bil- witness tuition increases and
lion dollars.
When we read
these statistics, we
couldn't help but
imagine what Howard
University could look
like, function like and
become with a similar
bank account. The fact
that Harvard's endowment . fund is very
profitable and growing at such a fast rate, reflects financial strains, it forces us
that mone) is being managed to compare and contrast their
very well at the school. First, mode of operation to ours. The
we had to consider the amou nt Harvard Management Company
of money the alumni contribute supervises the endowment.
to their alma mater. We aren't Not everyone sees the consisknocking Howard alumni, but tent moneymaking as a plus.
the disparity between who is Harvard has been under some
giving more is quite evident. scrutiny for the salaries given to
We do not have the specifics the money managers, the article
about Howard's endowment, said. In 2003, the company
but we are well aware that our paid a total of more than $100

million in salary and bonuses
to six highest paid employees,
giving the top earners close to
$35 million each. We instantly
saw the correlation between the
success and the salaries. More
money is always an incentive to
perform. One of their salaries
could do wonders for our school.
It boggles our minds that somebody is pocketing so
much.
If our school was
receiving more money
in the first place, and
managing it as effectively as Harvard, we
would be riding monorails arou nd campus
instead of forging up
the killer hills. We
would be using the
newest equipment and services
at all times and really imp rove
our education. It's no secret
that Black schools usually don't
receive as much money and we
appreciate Howard for d oing
what it can to stay in business.
However, it wouldn't hurt to
emulate Harvard in the financial aspect. We might all live a
little more comfortably.

Our View:
We should learnfrom their
money management and
make improvements.
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Stellar Awards Gospel Music
Academy Mistakenly Placed
Kanye on Awards Ballot
Though
Kanye
West's
"College Dropout" album is
chock full of profanity, sexual
innuendos, catchy hooks and
entertainingly ignorant lyrics, all of the above mistakenly
slipped by the committee for
the Stellar Awards Gospel Music
Acade1ny. Kanye's album was
nominated for the "Best Gospel
Rap Album" category and later removed
from the ballot after
the gospel community
complained.
Kanye's nomination was on the ballot
alongside Christian artists such as God's Little
Soldiers, Natalie Wilson
and SOP Chorale \vith
Rodney Jerkins, Percy Bady
and Papa San. Clearly, "The
College Dropout" is far from a
gospel album, and we're wondering how it got on the ballot
in the first place.
We do credit Kanye for
"Jesus Walks," which has been
a surprising hit recently in clubs
and certain churches across the
country. The beat is good and
the concepts for the many videos are examples of why we

love the musical mastermind.
We think it is wonderful that
Kanye can reach an audience
that isn't ordinarily interested
in gospel music because of his
popularity.
However, we don't think
that one gospel song slipped
into the album constituted a
nomination. We all know the

look on the audiences' face as
Kanye strolls up to the podium
'vith a fluorescent polo sweater,
refraining from cursing \vith all
his n1ight. Of course, he would
thank God first.
Don't get us \vrong, we love
Kanye and most of us supported
his album. We appreciate his
talent as a rapper and producer
and we aren't aiming to take away from
that. However, we
feel that Kanye's initial nomination was
a con1plete oversight
on the committee's
behalf.
We want
dedicated gospel artists to receive credit
where credit is due
one song, which is usually at the and leave the Kanye nomiend of the album, that allows nations to the MTV and BET
the artist to express their faith. awards. If the committee had
We aren't passing judgment or allowed Kanye to remain on the
knocking anyone's beliefs. We ballot, they might as well have
just think that one song isn't included the Pied Piper himself
enough to take away from a ("You Saved Me") on the ballot
whole album dedicated to the and every other artist with a gosman upstairs. What was the pel song. We are all refreshed
con1mittee thinking about? If that Kanye was removed and we
they had listened carefully, after hope the Stellar Awards comone song, the album wouldn't mittee considers their audience
have made the cut. Imagine the more thoroughly next time.

Our View:
Kanye's album w as never
"Best Gospel A lbum "
m aterial in the first p lace.
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